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Preferential flow of water through channels in the soil has been implicated as a 
vehicle for groundwater and surface water contamination in forested riparian wetland 
buffers. Water conducted through these by-pass channels can circumvent interaction with 
wetland biota, biomass, and soils, thereby reducing the buffering capacity of the riparian 
strips for adsorption and uptake of excess nutrient loads from neighboring agricultural 
fields and urbanized lands. Models of riparian function need to account for preferential 
flow to accurately estimate nutrient flux to stream channels, but there are currently no 
methods for determining the form and prevalence of these pathways outside of extensive 
destructive sampling. 
This research developed, tested, and validated a new application of non-invasive 
ground-penetrating radar technology (GPR) for mapping the three-dimensional structure 
of near-surface (0-1 m) lateral preferential flow channels. Manual and automated 
detection methodologies were created for analyzing GPR scan data to locate the channels 
  
in the subsurface. The accuracy of the methodologies was assessed in two field test plots 
with buried PVC pipes simulating the riparian channels. The manual methodology had a 
0% Type I error rate and 8% Type II error rate; the automated version had a <1% Type I 
error rate and 29% Type II error rate. An automated mapping algorithm was also created 
to reconstruct channel geometries from the scan data detections. The algorithm was 
shown to robustly track the connectivity of PVC pipe segments arranged in a branching 
structure hypothesized to exist in the riparian soils. These methods and algorithms were 
then applied at a riparian wetland study site at USDA Beltsville Agricultural Research 
Center in Beltsville, MD. The predicted structure of preferential flow channels in the 
wetland was validated by transmission of tracer dye through the study site and ground 
truth generated from soil core samples (92% accurate). 
These GPR tools will enable researchers to efficiently and effectively characterize 
lateral preferential flow without negatively impacting environmentally sensitive wetland 
areas. Scientists can now directly study these flow mechanisms to investigate the effects 
of by-pass pathways on nutrient fate in riparian buffers and the interactions of 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
1.1  Problem Statement 
Riparian wetlands are complex ecosystems that can buffer waterways from the 
contaminated runoff of neighboring agricultural fields and urbanized lands. 
Environmental regulations mandate the creation and preservation of riparian areas in 
the Chesapeake Bay watershed (Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, 2004) because of 
their capacity to reduce surface runoff, bind pollutants to the soil, and remove 
nutrients through plant uptake. 
Recent research, however, has suggested that the riparian buffering capability 
can be subverted by preferential flow of water through the riparian soils (Angier et 
al., 2005; Bohlke et al., 2007). Preferential flow is the non-uniform and often rapid 
movement of water and its constituents. Elemental adsorption and uptake are reduced 
when water is preferentially conducted in by-pass channels, increasing the likelihood 
of groundwater and surface water contamination. 
Vertical preferential flow of water into the soil has been studied and its effects 
have been quantified in the field and modeled in laboratory experiments (Morris and 
Mooney, 2004; Nobles et al., 2004; Pierret et al., 2002b; Weiler, 2005). Conversely, 
the form, prevalence, and impact of lateral preferential flow through channels, also 
known as macropores and soil pipes, are still largely unresolved (Weiler et al., 2003) 





This knowledge gap poses a critical hurdle to understanding the nitrogen and 
phosphorous loads entering the headwater streams of the Chesapeake Bay drainage 
area. Research tools are needed to determine the density and structure of the by-pass 
channels in buffer areas so that these measurements can be integrated into models of 
riparian hydrology and contaminant fate (Lin et al., 1999; Vogel and Roth, 2003). 
1.2  Research Objective 
This dissertation research fits within a broader effort to understand the 
behaviors of mid-Atlantic riparian wetland groundwater and determine delivery 
mechanisms of nitrate and phosphorous from agricultural uplands to stream channels. 
The research culminated at a riparian area in the USDA Beltsville Agricultural 
Research Center (USDA/ARS BARC) north of Washington, D.C. in Beltsville, MD. 
The Optimizing Production Inputs for Economic and Environmental Enhancement 
(OPE3) research site is located in an agricultural watershed with a first order riparian 
stream that has been continuously monitored for several ongoing environmental 
studies (Angier et al., 2002; Gish et al., 2005). Further description of the site will be 
presented in Chapter 5. 
Researchers have proposed two alternatives for conceptual models of the 
groundwater flow through the OPE3 riparian buffer (Angier and McCarty, 2008). The 
first is a traditional model commonly cited in riparian denitrification studies (Fig. 1 
a). It posits that waters infiltrate the upland agricultural soils, travel laterally and 
fairly uniformly through the matrix, and are discharged into the stream channel after 







a Traditional Groundwater Flow Model
Alternative Groundwater Flow Model
 
Figure 1. Traditional and alternative groundwater flow models governing transport of 
contaminants from adjacent agricultural fields through the OPE3 riparian buffer 




The researchers assert that this model is oversimplified and leads to the errant 
assumption that riparian biogeochemical conditions predominantly regulate 
denitrification processes (Angier and McCarty, 2008). 
An alternative conceptual model (Fig. 1 b) incorporates preferential flow of 
water through the wetland to account for large nutrient fluxes to the stream channel 
that are not explained by the traditional model. It posits that by-pass mechanisms 
allow much of the groundwater to move rapidly through a relatively small volume of 
matrix, reducing denitrification rates (Angier and McCarty, 2008). This model is 
bolstered by indirect and direct evidence of preferential flow in OPE3 (Angier et al., 
2005), but the locations and extent of the flow channels are unknown. 
The primary purpose of this research was to develop procedures and tools for 
mapping lateral preferential flow channels using ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 
technology. Manual and automated field GPR detection methods were defined for 
locating preferential flow channels and a process was created to map the three-
dimensional structure of the channels based on the detections. These procedures were 
developed in field test plots with buried pipes simulating preferential flow channels 
and then validated at a study site in OPE3. The resulting procedures and tools can be 
used to refine the alternative conceptual groundwater flow model and enhance the 




1.3  Description of Experiments 
A series of experiments was conducted to develop, test, and validate 
procedures for detecting and mapping preferential flow channels in a riparian wetland 
using GPR. The three experiments are pictured with their layouts in Fig. 2. 
In Experiment I, a field test plot was created to develop generalized methods 
for detecting channel-like objects. Sixteen PVC pipes simulating channels with 
different sizes and fill media were buried in four parallel rows (Fig. 2 a). Manual and 
automated detection methods were applied to locate the pipes from radar scan data 
collected at different orientations with respect to the plot layout. 
In Experiment II, a field test plot was created to test the detection 
methodologies from Experiment I and to develop an algorithm for connecting the 
resulting detections into a three-dimensional prediction of the buried objects’ 
geometries (Fig. 2 b). A nearest neighbor mapping algorithm was used to construct 
the three-dimensional shape of a connected PVC pipe structure simulating branching 
preferential flow channels. 
In Experiment III, the methods and algorithms developed in Experiments I 
and II were applied at an experimental study site in the OPE3 riparian wetland to 
detect and map preferential flow channels (Fig. 2 c). Predicted flow channel locations 
between 15 cm and 65 cm in depth were ground truthed using observation of 
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Figure 2. Experiments to (a) develop, (b) test, and (c) validate a GPR methodology 




1.4  Literature Review 
1.4.1  Riparian Wetland Forest Nutrient Cycling and Hydrology 
 Riparian ecosystems can reduce nitrate loading from human sources to surface 
and ground waters because of their ability to influence nutrient cycles. The prevailing 
paradigm is that contaminant concentrations are reduced because: (1) deep-rooting 
woody vegetation act as nutrient sinks; (2) above-ground biomass slows runoff and 
increases sedimentation rates; and (3) the oxidation/reduction potential of the wetland 
soil results in denitrification. Furthermore, biota feedbacks to the ecosystem 
hydrology and physiochemistry increases nutrient cycling along with species 
richness, primary productivity, and organic matter accumulation rates (Lowrance et 
al., 1984; Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000; Naiman and Décamps, 1997; Peterjohn and 
Correll, 1984). 
 Buffering capacity can vary, however, depending on the riparian soil structure 
and the hydrologic flow pathways through the buffer (Angier et al., 2005). A meta-
analysis showed that buffer width is an important factor but not the sole determinant 
of nitrogen removal. Soil type, subsurface biogeochemistry, and subsurface 
hydrology (including groundwater flow paths) also influence nutrient cycling rates 
(Mayer et al., 2007). 
Water moves through a riparian area along a wide range of different flow 
pathways (Fig. 3). Discharge to a stream channel is generated from water running 
along the ground surface (overland flow) and infiltrating the ground and moving 





Figure 3. Components of the hydrologic cycle through a catchment (Kendall and 
McDonnell, 1998). 
The flow rate of water moving through the ground is determined by the size 
and interconnectedness of the pores in the matrix. Macropores (Fig. 4), openings in 
the matrix larger than 3 mm (Germann and Beven, 1981), can form preferential flow 
channels with rapid flow rates. These openings vary from fractures to wormholes, 
fauna tunnels, voids from decayed roots, and soil pipes. 
Preferential flow was first described by J.B. Lawes, J.H. Gilbert, and R. 
Warington (1882). The authors distinguished between preferential and matrix flows 
during field drainage experiments. Preferential flow was characterized by regions of 
enhanced flux where only a small fraction of the soil was involved with most of the 
flow. Conversely, matrix flow was characterized by relatively slow and even 





Figure 4. Schematic of flow in soil containing macropores: water inputs (P), overland 
flow (O), micropore infiltration (I1, I2), and macropore infiltration (S1) and flow (S2) 
(Kendall and McDonnell, 1998). 
The relative distribution of water flowing through matrix and preferential 
pathways is a critical factor in the rate and amount of nitrate delivered to stream 
channels because it can contribute a disproportionately substantial percentage of the 
water transmitted through the watershed (Angier et al., 2005; Bohlke et al., 2007). 
Holden and Burt (2002) reported that as much as 30 percent of streamflow in a 
catchment in England, and 10 percent on average, was generated through preferential 
pathways. 
1.4.2  Ground-Penetrating Radar 
GPR is the general term for non-invasive sensing technologies that employ 
electromagnetic radiation to detect targets in the ground. A GPR antenna sends an 




earth and senses reflections of that energy off of discontinuities in the medium. It can 
be performed from the ground surface, under the surface from a borehole, or far 
above the ground from aircraft. 
Interpretation of GPR scan data yields information about objects buried in the 
earth as well as characteristics of the soil itself, such as the density and water content. 
The ability to detect a given subsurface target depends upon the electrical and 
magnetic contrast between the target and the surrounding media, and the target’s 
geometric orientation with respect to the antenna (Daniels, 2004). A comprehensive 
introduction to the technology is given in Chapter 2. 
GPR was first used in 1929 to determine the depth of a glacier in Austria 
(Olhoeft, 1996). The technology was rediscovered in the 1960s and numerous 
additional applications were developed, from mapping soil structures to detecting 
buried utilities and directing archaeological excavations (Annan, 2001; Conyers, 
2004; Daniels, 2004). 
Two recent studies (Gish et al., 2005; Holden et al., 2002) have shown that 
GPR can be used to successfully detect preferential flow structures. Gish et al. (2005) 
used GPR to predict the subsurface topography of a clay lens preferential flow 
structure underlying the agricultural fields in OPE3. The depth of the clay layer was 
mapped from scans recorded with a low frequency sensor (150 MHz). These 
measurements were combined with digital elevation maps of the surface to identify 
potential locations of the flow pathways. A network of soil moisture probes 
independently verified that these layers act as subsurface water conveyances. This 




analysis, but the target detection methodology is not directly transferable for wetland 
channels. 
Holden et al. (2002) detected soil pipes greater than 10 cm in diameter on hill 
slopes and peat lands using 100 and 200 MHz GPR sensors. The researchers scanned 
known locations of pipes from previous manual surveys and determined which of 
those targets were observed in the scan data. This study showed that GPR energy 
does reflect off of preferential flow channels but does not provide a generalized 
methodology for detecting them without a priori knowledge of their locations or a 
process for mapping their geometries. 
1.4.2.1  Subsurface Target Detection 
 Many studies have shown that buried pipes and pipe-like targets can be 
located using GPR technology. Methods have been described for detecting utilities 
and pipes (Allred et al., 2004; Park et al., 2003; Zarkhidze and Lemenager, 2004) as 
well as tree roots (Barton and Montagu, 2004; Butnor et al., 2001; Cox et al., 2005; 
Hruska and Cermak, 1999; Stover et al., 2007) within 1 m of the soil surface using 
high frequency antennae (400 – 1500 MHz). These methods provide a basis for the 
definition of a manual target detection methodology. 
Designing a computer algorithm to automatically detect targets using GPR is a 
more difficult challenge, one that has been the subject of many studies by researchers 
in engineering disciplines. Various procedures have been reported ranging from 
simple algorithms to complex approaches based on image processing and statistical 
scene analysis. Examples of rudimentary techniques include an additive counter 




and a thresholding and clustering algorithm used to find small metal objects buried in 
a sand box (Herman and Singh, 1995). More sophisticated recent approaches have 
used: (1) neural networks to detect targets by segmenting and classifying regions of 
interest within the B-scan (Al-Nuaimy et al., 2002; Shihab et al., 2003; Youn and 
Chen, 2002); (2) the Hough Transform, a method for finding lines in an image, to 
detect the positions of different buried objects in laboratory tests (Capineri et al., 
1998); and (3) an iterative approach applying principle component analysis to detect 
targets as anomalies in sonar imagery (Goldman and Cohen, 2004). 
Although the reports of these myriad algorithms claimed success detecting 
targets, there are several issues that preclude their use for analyzing riparian area data: 
(1) many reports failed to provide sufficient detail to evaluate the merit of the 
algorithm designs; (2) common metrics have not been defined to measure the 
performance of the algorithms and compare approaches; (3) different data was used in 
each report so the published results, if any, cannot be visually compared; and (4) 
many reports highlighted examples with synthetic or uncluttered B-scan data and 
robust target reflections (i.e., from metal pipes) that are not realistic for a riparian area 
application. These approaches may inspire features of an automated preferential flow 
channel detection algorithm but cannot be directly applied to this problem. 
1.4.2.2  Automated Target Geometry Reconstruction 
Designing a computer algorithm to not only identify the presence of a target 
but also to map its three-dimensional geometry is an even more challenging research 
problem. There are few reported methods for constructing geometries out of the two-






Two research groups have used the Hough Transform to link reflected energy 
from simple pipe structures into linear segments across the GPR data scans (Al-
Nuaimy et al., 2002; Dell’Acqua et al., 2004). Dell’Acqua et al. (2004) described an 
intriguing iterative algorithm that successively detected targets with a likelihood 
criterion and removed the related energy before the next iteration. The report stated 
that results for a “variety” of synthetic and real data sets with utility pipes were 
“robust” but these claims were not detailed. 
Tomographic analyses traditionally used in biomedical applications (i.e., 
CAT-scans) have been applied to generate very high resolution three-dimensional 
images of vertical macropore structures in soil cores (Perret et al., 1999; Pierret et al., 
2002a). These techniques have been combined with GPR for non-invasive target 
reconstruction (Wielopolski et al., 2002) but the algorithms require impractically high 
numbers of data samples, and have not been tested in non-laboratory conditions or 
with target structures larger than 3 mm in diameter. 
This review suggests that there are no existing practical non-invasive tools for 
detecting and reconstructing the three-dimensional structures of preferential flow 
channels in riparian wetlands. This research will develop and validate methods to 




Chapter 2:  Ground-Penetrating Radar First Principles 
2.1  Overview 
A GPR system detects discontinuities in the soil by transmitting 
electromagnetic pulses into the ground and receiving the energy reflected off of those 
discontinuities. The amplitudes of the received data are digitized and stored for 
display (Fig. 5). By collating the data records, the researcher can image the three-
dimensional volume of the discontinuities over an area. 
transmitter receiver processor display
 
Figure 5. Generalized block diagram of a GPR system (Daniels, 2004). 
A digitized recording of the reflections from a single transmission is called a 
waveform or A-scan. The depth (d) to a given reflector is determined from the two-
way travel time (t) for the pulse to travel to the discontinuity and back and the 








As the user moves the antenna along the ground, a computer control unit 
triggers transmissions at a regular distance interval. The set of A-scans collected 
along a transect, called a B-scan, forms a two-dimensional profile of the subsurface. 
This “virtual trench” is plotted with two-way travel time or depth on the vertical axis 
and distance (antenna position on the surface) on the horizontal axis (Fig. 6). B-scan 
transects are set in a closely-spaced grid to systematically sample a study site. 
 
 
Figure 6. A GPR B-scan is constructed from a series of successive A-scans. (a) The 
antenna transmits energy (green arcs) and target reflections (red arcs) are (b) recorded 
in an A-scan waveform; (c) A-scans are compiled to display a soil cross section. 
 
The position (p) within a B-scan (comprised of nA A-scans) is a function of 
the waveform number (wvfm) and distance between successive waveforms ( ): d




Depth from the surface to a reflector (d) within a waveform that is comprised 
of ns samples is given in Eq. [2-3] by the sample number (sj) and the waveform 
sample rate (fs) based on the analytic form in Eq. [2-1]. A constant ( ) accounts for 
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2.2  Radar Energy Reflection from Subsurface Targets 
Radar energy reflects off of discontinuities in electrical conductivity, called 
dielectric permittivity (k), in a propagating medium. Values of dielectric for different 
materials are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Dielectric (k) values of common materials (Conyers, 2004). 
Material k 
Air 1 
Dry sand 3-5 









Saturated silt 10-40 
Dry sandy coastal land 10 
Average organic-rich surface soil 12 
Marsh or forested land 12 
Organic-rich agricultural land 15 
Saturated sand 20-30 
Fresh water 80 






The amplitude of a reflection is determined by the contrast in dielectric 
between the discontinuity and surrounding matrix. One approximation for the relative 
contrast between two materials (k1, k2) is the coefficient of reflection (R) defined in 
Eq. [2-4]. A pulse propagating through dry sand that encounters water results in a 
very strong reflection (R = 0.63) relative to a pulse moving from dry sand to 








     [2-4] 
The form of a reflection across a B-scan depends on the orientation of the 
discontinuity with respect to the scan direction (Al-Nuaimy et al., 2004; Conyers, 
2004). The reflection from a pipe that is parallel to the scan and a planar surface such 
as a stratigraphic boundary, soil horizon, or water table will appear as a horizontal 
band of energy in the B-scan (Fig. 7 a, c). Conversely, the reflection from a point 
target like an air void, rock, or pipe perpendicular to the scan will appear as a 
“reflection hyperbola” (Fig. 7 b, d). 
The inverted “U” shape of the hyperbola is due to the conical spreading of 
radar energy with depth. The upward leg of the hyperbola appears in the B-scan when 
the radar’s wavefront encounters the target. As the antenna is moved towards the 
target, the two-way travel time of the energy reflected from the target decreases until 
the antenna is positioned directly above; this is typically the highest point (apex) of 
the “U” and the reflection with the highest amplitude. Travel time increases as the 
antenna moves away from the target. 
 
 
Figure 7. B-scan images for two pipe target orientations relative to the scan line. (a) Constant bands of reflected energy and (b) 




An A-scan is a composite of many reflections from planar and point reflectors 
intersected at various angles (Fig. 8). Detection methodologies are designed to parse 
through this complex composite data and identify only those reflections that 
correspond to the target objects. To be successful, the methodologies require that 
reflections from the target are present and have sufficient amplitude. These 
requirements are met by employing a sensor with adequate resolution, establishing an 
appropriate scan line layout, and applying signal processing tools that filter out 
unwanted clutter from the data and enhance the target reflections. 
 
 
Figure 8. An example A-scan (at far right) is a composite of many subsurface 
reflections. The radar signal attenuates and its wavelength gets progressively longer 




2.3  Fundamentals of Target Detection 
2.3.1  Antenna Transmission Frequency and Resolution 
2.3.1.1  Antenna Center Frequency 
The antenna center frequency is chosen to ensure that radar energy penetrates 
deep enough into the soil to reach the target’s depth; lower frequency energy 
penetrates deeper due to the properties of electromagnetic attenuation. However, there 
is a critical tradeoff between penetration depth and the sensitivity of the sensor to 
detect discontinuities. A higher frequency antenna can detect smaller targets. Table 2 
lists the antenna center frequencies that are recommended based on depth of 
penetration. 
Table 2. Antenna center frequency (fc) recommendations for various depths of 
penetration (GSSI Inc. www.geophysical.com). 
Depth (m) fc (MHz) 
0 – 0.5 1600 
0 – 1 900 
0 – 4 400 
0 – 9 200 
0 – 30 100 
> 30 < 80 
 
2.3.1.2  Discrete Target Resolution 
The GPR sensor’s resolution, the size of the discrete targets (e.g., pipes) that it 
can detect, is determined by a number of factors, including the antenna’s frequency 
response, the characteristics of the propagating media compared to the targets, and the 
post-processing system used to analyze the data. Most importantly, however, target 




minimum resolvable object size is approximately 50% of the radar signal’s 
wavelength at the object depth. 
Wavelength (λ) is defined in Eq. [2-5] as a function of the radar wave’s 
velocity (v) and the frequency of the pulse generated by the antenna (f = fc). Velocity 
is defined in Eq. [2-6] based on the velocity of the radar signal in air (vAir) and the 
dielectric of the medium (k). Wavelength is depicted in Fig. 9 for different 
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Figure 9. Wavelengths at selected frequencies between 100 and 1000 MHz and 
dielectrics (k) between 1 and 15. 
The most accurate estimate of the minimum resolvable object size is 




at the upper end of the GPR pulse’s frequency bandwidth. GPR transmissions are 
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signals with a bandwidth that is approximately 100% of the 
center frequency. For example, laboratory measurements have shown that the 
significant frequency response of a 500 MHz antenna is in the range of approximately 
250-700 MHz (Conyers, 2004). In the course of this research, the minimum 
resolvable object size was estimated based on an in situ measurement of the GPR 
antenna’s bandwidth. 
2.3.1.3  Adjacent Target Resolution 
A second component of target resolution is the separation of adjacent 
reflectors in depth. The minimum resolvable distance is a full wavelength (i.e., Fig. 
10 medium frequency). Otherwise, constructive and destructive interference will 
corrupt the composite waveform and complicate analysis (Fig. 10 low frequency). 
 
Figure 10. Schematic of the resolution of two vertically-aligned interfaces using high, 
medium, and low frequency GPR antennae. Reflections from the top (A, D, G) and 





2.3.2  Scan Line Layout 
A GPR survey is designed with a B-scan line layout and spacing set to 
maximize the potential for detecting the targets in the study site. Transects should be 
established perpendicular to the trend or orientation of the target features to maximize 
the reflection of radar energy. Transect spacing should be set relative to the target 
length. For detection of point targets (e.g., golf balls), the spacing of the scan lines 
needs to be smaller than the “footprint” of the sensor’s transmission into the ground 
(Fig. 11). For detection of objects that extend much farther than the footprint of the 
sensor (e.g., long pipe segments), the foremost consideration for scan spacing should 
be to capture the degree of variation along the trend direction (i.e., its orientation 




































The footprint’s shape is elliptical with a major axis (A) that is twice the length 
of the minor (B) axis. The axes lengths are a function of the sensor’s wavelength (λ) 
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2.3.3  Signal Processing Algorithms 
Signal processing tools enhance the appearance of target reflections by 
filtering out confusing and masking energy in the B-scan image. Many techniques 
were originally developed for applications in the geotechnical sciences (Annan, 2001; 
Conyers, 2004; Daniels, 2004). One example is the background removal filter that 
eliminates constant bands of reflected energy (Fig. 12). The use of these filters is 




Figure 12. Example of GPR B-scan data before and after a background removal filter 






Chapter 3:  Experiment I Detection Calibration 
3.1  Introduction 
Experiment I was conducted as the first step towards developing a generalized 
field detection procedure for identifying the location of riparian lateral preferential 
flow channels. A study plot was created with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe targets 
simulating different sized channels with a variety of contents. GPR reflections from a 
factorial combination of four pipe diameters (between 1.85 and 5.64 cm) filled with 
various parts air, fresh water, and salt water were detected using manual and 
automated analysis methods for scans perpendicular, parallel, and at oblique angles to 
the orientation of the pipes. The different pipe diameters were used to assess the 
sensor’s ability to resolve various target sizes and to separate the top and bottom 
interfaces of the pipes. The different scan line orientations were used to determine the 
ability of the methodologies to detect a target regardless of the angle of intersection. 
The goals of the experiment were to: (1) bound the spatial resolution of the 
GPR sensor; (2) develop manual and automated methodologies for predicting the 
location of subsurface pipe targets based on a corresponding reflection in a B-scan 
image; (3) assess the relative performance of the detection methodologies for 
different scan line orientations; and (4) compare the relative performance of the 
automated and manual methodologies. 
Experiment I included: 
1. Creating a field test plot of buried PVC pipe targets with a factorial 
combination of four pipe diameters and four fill media; 
 
2. Collecting GPR data along scan lines perpendicular to, parallel to, and at 45 
degree angles to the targets in the test bed; 
3. Developing a manual detection methodology for analyzing the scan data to 
find reflections from the targets based on “echo-dynamic” characteristics; 
4. Developing an automated detection methodology based on the manual 
methodology using image segmentation techniques from the field of image 
processing; and 
5. Assessing the detection results of the manual and automated detection 
methodologies using performance metrics including Type I and Type II error 
rates. 
3.2  Description of Experimental Site and Treatment Design 
A 4.3 m by 3.0 m field test plot was established in October 2007 at the 
University of Maryland (UMD) Paint Branch Turfgrass Research Facility in College 
Park, MD. Sixteen PVC pipes simulating riparian channels filled with different ratios 
of air and water were buried at a depth of 16.0 cm +/- 1.5 cm in a silt-loam soil. PVC 
was used because radar energy is almost completely transmitted through plastic and 
only its contents cause reflections. 
Two factors (pipe diameter and fill type) were represented in the test plot. 
Four nominal pipe sizes (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) of schedule 40 PVC and four fill 
media (100% fresh water, 50% fresh water 50% air, 100% air, and 100% salt water 
containing 22 mg/cm3 iodized sea salt) were used in factorial combination. Nominal 
pipe size (NPS) and schedule are unitless quantities defined by the American Society 




treatment was included as a fill type although it does not occur in the fresh water 
riparian wetlands. 
Table 3. Outer diameter (OD), wall thickness, and inner diameter (ID) for the nominal 
pipe sizes (NPS) of schedule 40 pipes used in this study. 
NPS OD (cm) Wall Thickness (cm) ID (cm) 
0.5 2.13 0.28 1.85 
1.0 3.34 0.34 3.00 
1.5 4.83 0.37 4.46 
2.0 6.03 0.39 5.64 
 
The pipes were laid out in a systematic design with NPS as rows and fill type 
as columns (Fig. 13). The pipes were centered in trenches and set parallel to the 
ground surface. Excavated soil was hand packed into the trenches under and around 
each pipe to prevent the introduction of voids in the surrounding soil matrix. The turf 
was replaced and the soil was tamped down. Non-target reflectors like tree roots or 
large rocks were not observed in the profile during excavation. 
The pipe length (91 cm) and distance between pipes (102 cm – 117 cm) were 
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Figure 13. Experiment I schematic with nominal pipe size (NPS) and pipe fill type. 
 
3.3  GPR Data Collection 
GPR scan data were collected in November 2007 using a Geophysical Survey 
Systems Inc. (GSSI) portable TerraSIRch Subsurface Interface Radar system (SIR-
3000, Salem, NH). A 900 MHz antenna center frequency was used because it is 
recommended for detection of targets within 1 m of the surface (Table 2). Transects 
for the GPR scan lines were set perpendicular, parallel, and at 45 degree angles to the 













































Figure 14. Experiment I GPR scan lines (SL) (a) perpendicular (SL 24-27) and (b) 


















































Figure 15. Experiment I GPR scan lines at 45 degrees to the pipe grid, both (c) right-




A survey cart was used to transport the antenna and data acquisition computer 
over each study transect (Fig. 16). The antenna was carried in a plastic tub that was 
transparent to the radar energy. A-scans were digitized and saved to a compact flash 
memory card and transferred to a personal computer. The distance between B-scan 
samples along the ground ( ) was 5 mm and the A-scan sample rate (fs) was 30.1 




Figure 16. GPR data collection equipment. The arrow indicates the scanning 
direction. A = the GPR antenna housed in an orange casing within the white plastic 





Propagation velocity was calibrated to synchronize the known pipe depths to 
the depths indicated in the real-time A-scan readout at the first half-cycle of the 
reflection hyperbola peak. A time-varying gain profile, used to compensate for the 
exponential attenuation of the radar energy over depth, was calibrated automatically 
by the GPR computer to control the dynamic range of the recordings. The five points 
that made up the gain curve (9, 9, 25, 25, and 41) were set based on reflections from a 
0.5 NPS pipe. 
During data collection, the pipe locations within each scan were noted by 
triggering electronic markers that were saved with each of the B-scans data files. For 
the perpendicular and angled scan lines, the data were marked each time the center of 
the antenna housing was directly above a pipe. For the parallel scan lines, the data 
were marked each time the center of the antenna housing was at the end point of a 
pipe. 
3.4  GPR Sensor Parameter Estimation 
3.4.1  Discrete Target Resolution 
The minimum resolvable object size was estimated for the 900 MHz antenna 
center frequency to compare against observed detection performance in the field test 
plot. Given an estimated value of the dielectric for an average silt-loam soil (k = 15), 












For this velocity and center frequency, the corresponding wavelength (λ) was 





sec077.0   
The frequency bandwidth of the 900 MHz UWB antenna was measured in situ 
by analyzing recorded A-scan data (Fig. 17). Log-scaled amplitude was calculated as 
a function of frequency (f) with the absolute value of the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) after a hamming window (hamm) was applied to the input data (x) (Eq. [3-1]). 
)(log*20)( 10 xhammFFTfamplitude    [3-1] 
The bandwidth was measured for amplitudes 3 dB and 6 dB below the peak (0 
dB). The 6 dB bandwidth was 400-1250 MHz. 
The wavelength at the upper bound of the bandwidth, 1250 MHz, was 
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Therefore, the minimum resolvable object size was estimated as 3.1 cm (λ/2) 
and the minimum spatial resolution of adjacent reflectors was estimated as 6.2 cm (λ). 


















































Figure 17. Average 900 MHz antenna frequency response (n=283 A-scans) across (a) 
the full frequency band (0-30 GHz) and (b) a narrow region around the peak (0-2 
GHz). P = peak response = 0 dB at 766 MHz; [A, B] = [lower, upper bounds] of 3 dB 





3.4.2  GPR Footprint 
The major axis (A) of the 900 MHz GPR transmission footprint (λ = 8.6 cm) 
given the depth of objects to detect (d = 0.5 m), and average soil dielectric (k = 15), 





















At the upper bound of the sensor bandwidth (λ = 6.3 cm) and a depth of 0.5 m, the 





















This footprint size ensured that there would not be artifacts due to the pipe 
length (91 cm) and distance between pipes (102 cm – 117 cm). 
3.5  GPR Data Analysis 
3.5.1  Filtering 
The GPR scan data were analyzed using software filters and visualization 
tools created with the MATLAB software package (Ver. 7.3.0, R2006b, Natick, MA). 
A background removal filter was used to enhance target reflections by 
removing constant bands of clutter energy. The filter subtracted background noise 
models (BM) from each of the nA A-scans (indexed by p) that made up the B-scan 
data (Y): 




The background model was calculated for each of the ns depth samples (indexed by d) 











;  snd ,...,1    [3-3] 
A moving window average filter, a slight variant of background removal, 
subtracted a background noise model (BMMW) calculated across local 
neighborhoods mwl scan lines long from each A-scan (indexed by p): 
ppp BMMWYYMW  ;  Anp ,...,1  [3-4] 
The noise model was calculated for each depth sample (indexed by d) as the mean 












, ;  snd ,...,1   [3-5] 
3.5.2  Manual Target Detection Methodology 
The manual target detection methodology consisted of a visual search of the 
B-scan images for the energy reflected from a target. Sufficient amplitude was 
required to discern a proper reflection (as determined from the reflection’s shape) 
above background amplitude fluctuations. 
Background removal and moving window average filters were applied to the 
raw scan data and I examined the result for the coherent “echo-dynamic” patterns of a 
reflection hyperbola (Fig. 7 b) or bands from a pipe oriented parallel to the scan 
direction (Fig. 7 a). “Echo-dynamics” describes the amplitude characteristic of a 




away. Diffuse reflections from clutter sources should not exhibit these dynamics or 
have sufficient amplitude and coherent shapes. 
Pipe locations were predicted two different ways to assess differences, if any: 
at the apex of the reflection hyperbola and at the position of maximum absolute 
amplitude in the first half-cycle of the reflection. 
An example shows the position-depth (Fig. 18 a) and position-amplitude (Fig. 
18 b) characteristic of reflection hyperbola echo-dynamics. The true position of the 
pipe is plotted on top of the scan data. 
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Figure 18. Reflection hyperbola “echo-dynamics” for a perpendicular target 




The maximum half-cycle amplitude was located by tracing the extent of the 
reflection. Points neighboring the response apex in depth and along the B-scan were 
searched. The search was terminated at the half-cycle’s 3 dB amplitude contour; a 
point was considered part of that boundary when the amplitude no longer exceeded 
half the magnitude of the overall maximum. The trace tracked the depth of the local 
maximum amplitudes at each position sample within the boundary. The overall peak 
amplitude was recorded as the position with the largest absolute amplitude along the 
trace. 
3.5.3  Automated Target Detection Methodology 
A computerized target detection methodology I have named the Automated 
GPR Target Detection (AGTD) algorithm was created based on the manual detection 
procedure. AGTD identifies target reflections in B-scan data by conditioning the 
input data, searching for the echo-dynamics of individual half-cycle responses, and 
linking those characteristic responses over depth (Fig. 19). 
The algorithm was designed based on the following assumptions: (1) target 
reflections have echo-dynamic characteristics, (2) target reflections include multiple 
half-cycles with alternating sign (i.e., +/-/+ or -/+/-), (3) the peak amplitudes of each 
alternating half-cycle occur at a common position along the scan, and (4) the half-
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Figure 19. Automated GPR Target Detection (AGTD) algorithm block diagram. The 
input data is conditioned and image processing analyses are performed according to 





The process is initialized with a pre-filter (moving window average) to 
eliminate constant band responses. An analysis depth window is set with the range of 
depths over which the process segments the image into candidate reflection half-
cycles (by default, between the ground surface and the maximum recorded depth). 
Boundaries of echo-dynamic response are isolated within the analysis depth 
range using a hysteresis thresholding process; points in the B-scan are found that 
exceed an upper amplitude threshold level and regions are formed with all the 
neighboring points that exceed a lower threshold. This segmentation operator is 
similar to that used by Al-Nuaimy et al. (2002) and Shihab et al. (2003) as a precursor 
to their neural net-based automated detection algorithm. 
Response regions are considered potential half-cycles of a target reflection 
provided that the minimum bandwidth requirement (width along the scan > 11.43 cm) 
is satisfied (Fig. 20 a). The peak within the region is set as a centroid based on 
amplitude (Fig. 20 b). Targets are predicted at locations where alternating phased 
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Figure 20. Example 
application of AGTD 
for all depths below the 
ground surface of a B-
scan (depth gate). (a) 
Boundaries of positive 
and negative regions 
isolated by hysteresis 
thresholding, (b) 
centroid peak amplitude 
positions, and (c) 
automated detections 
compared with manual 
identified reflection 





3.6  Detection Accuracy Assessment Methods 
The accuracy of the manual and automated detection methodologies was 
assessed by calculating (1) the numbers of valid detections and dismissals as well as 
Type I and Type II error rates and (2) position and depth prediction errors. 
3.6.1  Detection Error Rates 
The components used to calculate the Type I and Type II error rates were: (1) 
possible detections, (2) correct detections, (3) incorrect detections, (4) missed 
detections, and (5) parts of the scans with no targets and no detections. 
The set of all possible detections, P, was comprised of the p intersections of 
scan lines with pipes. The set of correct detections, D, was comprised of the d 
analysis detections that corresponded to true pipe locations. Perfect detection 
performance would entail the complete intersection of D and P. The set of incorrect 
detections (Type I errors), called false alarms, FA, consisted of the fa detections that 
did not correspond to truth. The set of missed detections (Type II errors), ND, were 
the nd possible detections that were not contained within the correct detections set. 
Finally, the set NP consisted of the np samples where there were no possible 
detections and no detections were found. 
To calculate NP, the area of each B-scan below the ground surface was 
divided into a grid of possible detection cells. The number of grid cells without a 
member of P (ngc) and the number of those cells without a FA (np) was counted and 
summed across all scan lines. The size of the grid cells was set based on an average 




The following metrics were calculated based on these components: 
p
d
veRatetruePositi      [3-6] 
ngc
np
veRatetrueNegati     [3-7] 
np
fa
















   [3-11] 
 
An example scan line (Fig. 21) intersecting four pipes (p = 4) had 105 total 
grid cells (21 along the scan by 5 deep) and four valid detections (d = 4, fa = 0). The 
detections were valid because they occurred in grid cells neighboring the true pipe 
locations. Therefore, ngc was 101 (105-4), np was 101 (ngc-0), the true negative rate 
















































Figure 21. Example B-scan data with the potential detection grid overlaying the (a) 




3.6.2  Position and Depth Prediction Errors 
Position error (Pe) was defined as the difference between the position 
prediction along the scan (Pp) and truth position along the B-scan (Pt): 
      [3-12] tpe PPP 
Depth error (De) was defined as the difference between the depth at the 
prediction position (Dp) and truth depth (Dt): 




3.7  Results 
3.7.1  Manual Target Detection Accuracy 
3.7.1.1  Detection Error Rates 
There were 64 detection opportunities (p = 64) of the 16 pipes at the 4 angles 
of intersection (including the scan lines parallel to the pipes); 59 were correctly 
identified (d = 59). Five of the 0.5 NPS pipe intersections (1w, 1w, 1aw, 1sw, and 
1sw) at 45 degree angles were not detected (nd = 5) because of insufficient amplitude 
(Fig. 22). There were no false alarms (fa = 0). Of 2210 total grid cells, no targets were 
present in 2146 (ngc = 2146) and no pipes were predicted to be present in any of 
those 2146 (np = 2146). 
The B-scan image from scan line 25 is given as a representative example of 
the effects of data conditioning and the results of the detection analysis (Fig. 23). 
Performance metrics are listed in Table 4. The complete set of B-scan data 
images and detection results for each scan line is given in Appendix A and an in-











































































Figure 22. Experiment I manual detection results by scan line orientation: (a) 
perpendicular intersection, (b) parallel intersection, (c) right-to-left angled 
intersection, and (d) left-to-right angled intersection. Check marks indicated the pipe 
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Figure 23. Representative scan line data (SL-25) (a) before and (b) after data 




Table 4. Experiment I manual detection performance metrics. 
Detection Performance Metric Manual Procedure Result 
Total Grid Cells 2210 
Grid Cells Not Containing Truth 2146 
Empty Grid Cells Predicted Empty 2146 
Potential Detections 64 
Accurate Detections 59 
False Alarms (Type I Errors) 0 
Missed Detections (Type II Errors) 5 
True Positive Rate 92.2% 
True Negative Rate 100% 
Type I Error Rate 0% 
Type II Error Rate 7.8% 
Precision 100% 
Total Accuracy 99.8% 
 
3.7.1.2  Position and Depth Prediction Errors 
Box plots of the position (Pe) and depth (De) prediction errors were created 
from the apex of the response hyperbolas (Fig. 24 a, c) and from the locations of the 
maximum amplitudes in the first reflection half-cycle (Fig. 24 b, d). 
The position errors were almost entirely greater than zero and were highest for 
the angled pipe intersections, meaning that the predictions consistently over-estimated 
the target’s position (from the reflection apex: mean Pe =  11.1 cm, standard deviation 
= 8.0 cm; from peak amplitude: mean Pe =  12.9 cm, standard deviation = 9.1 cm). 
The depth estimates (from the reflection apex: mean De =  -0.6 cm, standard 
deviation =  1.8 cm; from peak amplitude: mean De = -0.3 cm, standard deviation = 
1.8 cm) were generally accurate within 4 cm (46% of the wavelength at the antenna 
center frequency and 65% of the wavelength at the upper bound of the antenna 
frequency response). There were negligible differences between the position and 
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Figure 24. Box plots of the (a, b) position prediction errors across all levels and 
factors (difference between prediction and truth, Eq. [3-12]), and (c, d) depth 
prediction errors across all levels and factors (difference between prediction and truth, 
Eq. [3-13]). The detection position was set (a, c) at the apex of the first half-cycle 




3.7.2  Automated Target Detection Accuracy 
The detection results of the AGTD algorithm are summarized in Table 5 and 
Fig. 25 (refer to Appendix A for the detailed results for each scan line). A higher 
relative fraction of detections were missed along angled scan lines (11 of 32) as 
compared to perpendicular scans (4 of 16). The overall performance was not as good 
as the manual detection process, with a higher number of both Type I (42 versus 0) 
and Type II errors (19 versus 5). 
The higher Type I error rate was largely artificial. Most of the false alarms 
occurred within 5 cm of the soil surface above truth target positions, indicating that 
they likely corresponded to air gaps in the disturbed soil and turf introduced by 
digging the pipe trenches. Disregarding this depth range (0-5cm), the detection rate 
remains unchanged but the Type I error rate drops to 0.7% which is comparable to the 
manual procedure. 
Position and depth prediction errors were not calculated because the locations 
of the automated detections matched those of the manual procedure set based on the 
maximum half-cycle amplitude. Therefore, the automated procedure’s location 






Table 5. Experiment I automated detection performance metrics for the full depth 
range and after eliminating false alarms from surface artifacts by considering only a 
subset of depth below 5 cm. 
Metric 
Automated Procedure 
(Full Depth Range) 
Automated Procedure 
(Depth Subset) 
Total Grid Cells 2210 1768 
Grid Cells Not Containing Truth 2146 1704 
Empty Grid Cells Predicted Empty 2103 1693 
Potential Detections 64 64 
Accurate Detections 45 45 
False Alarms (Type I Errors) 42 8 
Missed Detections (Type II Errors) 19 19 
True Positive Rate 70.3% 70.3% 
True Negative Rate 98.0% 99.3% 
Type I Error Rate 2.0% 0.7% 
Type II Error Rate 29.7% 29.7% 
Precision 51.7% 84.9% 










































































Figure 25. Experiment I auto-detection results by scan line orientation: a) 
perpendicular intersection, b) parallel intersection, c) right-to-left angled intersection, 
and d) left-to-right angled intersection. Check marks indicated the pipe was detected, 




3.8  Conclusion 
GPR detection methodologies were developed that effectively detected a 
variety of PVC pipes buried within a meter of the ground surface. The manual 
procedure had a high detection rate (92.2%) and low false alarm rate (0%) in the 
relatively uncluttered silt-loam test plot soil. Positions and depths were successfully 
predicted regardless of the scan orientation for pipes bigger than 0.5 NPS. 
Position estimate errors (mean Pe from the reflection apex = 11.1 cm, standard 
deviation = 8.0 cm) were generally higher than the depth errors (mean De from the 
reflection apex = -0.6 cm, standard deviation = 1.8 cm). There are at least two reasons 
for this disparity. First, the truth target positions (Pt) should not be referenced from 
the center of the antenna housing. It should be referenced from a point offset from the 
center at a distance roughly equal to the median error observed for the perpendicular 
scan line intersections (3.4 cm). Secondly, most of the higher position errors occurred 
with angled scan line intersections, indicating the presence of sensor squint where the 
radar beam is angled off the center axis. 
The manual detection results provided rough bounds for sensor resolution in 
the Turfgrass Research Facility soils. The minimum resolvable object size across all 
target orientations relative to the scan lines was the inner diameter of the 1.0 NPS 
pipe (3.00 cm) given that 0.5 NPS pipes 1aw, 1w, and 1sw were not detected in the 
angled scan lines. This agrees very well with estimates based on wavelength at the 
upper bound of the antenna’s bandwidth (3.1 cm). The resolution for the 
perpendicular intersections was better (all 0.5 NPS pipes, ID = 1.85 cm, were 






the importance of establishing GPR scan line grids to increase the likelihood of 
intersecting targets at a perpendicular angle. 
The spatial resolution of two adjacent interfaces could not be determined. In 
theory, the top and bottom of an object would need to be separated by a distance 
exceeding one wavelength at the upper bound of the bandwidth (6.2 cm). No pipe had 
a reflection with completely separable responses from the top and bottom, but 4w (2.0 
NPS with OD 6.03 cm and ID 5.64 cm) did have reflections in the perpendicular and 
angled scan lines that resembled the barely resolved case in Fig. 10 (waveform F). 
The manual detection procedure had a higher true positive rate than that of the 
automated detection algorithm, AGTD (92.2% to 70.3%). This was primarily due to 
the superior abilities of the human brain to analyze features in images but also to 
shortcomings in the algorithm’s design. Detection performance could potentially be 
improved by employing adaptive amplitude thresholding techniques based on gray-
level histograms (Otsu, 1979; Yang and Gupta, 1993), more robust segmentation 
techniques (Malik et al., 2001; Pal and Pal, 1993; Svensson, 2008), or an iterative 
methodology (Dell’Acqua et al., 2004; Goldman and Cohen, 2004).
 
Chapter 4:  Experiment II Detection and Mapping Test 
4.1  Introduction 
Experiment II was conducted as the second step towards developing 
generalized field procedures for detecting and mapping the structure of riparian 
wetland lateral preferential flow channels. The detection methodologies developed in 
Experiment I were applied to locate buried PVC pipes connected to simulate 
branching flow channels and a novel algorithm named the Macropore Morphology 
Mapping Algorithm (M3A) was developed to predict the shape of that branching 
structure from the resulting detections. 
The goals of the experiment were to (1) assess the accuracy of the manual and 
automated detection methodologies for locating the positions of the buried branching 
pipe structure, (2) develop a technique to extrapolate the structure of targets using a 
convolution operation, (3) develop an automated procedure (M3A) to predict the 
three-dimensional structure of buried targets by linking detections of those targets 
across scan lines, and (4) qualitatively assess the effectiveness of M3A by applying 
the algorithm to map the structure of the buried pipes. 
Experiment II included: 
1. Creating a field test plot of buried PVC pipe targets arranged in a branching 
structure; 
2. Collecting GPR data along 12 parallel scan lines oriented perpendicular to the 




3. Applying the manual and automated detection methodologies to identify the 
locations of the pipe targets; 
4. Assessing the detection results of the manual and automated detection 
methodologies using performance metrics including Type I and Type II error 
rates; 
5. Developing a visualization technique to extrapolate the target structure using a 
convolution operation; 
6. Developing an automated mapping procedure (M3A) to link a set of target 
detections into a three-dimensional structure; and 
7. Assessing the results of the mapping procedure with qualitative comparisons 
of the predictions to the true buried pipe structure. 
4.2  Description of Experimental Site 
A study plot was established in November 2007 at the UMD Paint Branch 
Turfgrass Research Facility in College Park, MD. Air-filled pipes were buried in a 
network with multiple bifurcating segments extending from a single source (Fig. 26). 
The design incorporated features from schematics of manually mapped preferential 
flow channels (Holden et al., 2002; Sidle et al., 2000; Sidle et al., 2001; Terajima et 
al., 2000). Schedule 40 pipes with sizes ranging between 0.5 and 2.0 NPS were buried 
in trenches at depths between 8 and 33 cm (Fig. 27). Excavated soil was hand packed 



























Figure 26. Schematic of the Experiment II pipe layout showing the size (NPS = 




















Figure 27. Experiment II pipe layout depths measured at junction points and segment 




4.3  GPR Data Collection 
GPR data were collected in November 2007 along parallel scan lines laid out 
perpendicular to the central axis of the pipe structure (Fig. 28). The same calibration 
settings were used as in Experiment I. During data collection, the true pipe locations 
within each scan were noted by triggering electronic markers that were saved with 
each of the B-scans data files. The data were marked each time the center of the 
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Figure 28. Schematic of the 12 Experiment II GPR scan lines (SL-28 thru SL-39). 
The scan lines were parallel, equally-spaced, and oriented perpendicular to the trend 
of the structure. Truth locations within the B-scans are annotated as squares at the 




4.4  GPR Data Analysis and Detection Accuracy Assessment 
Methods 
Data from each scan line were analyzed using the manual and automated 
procedures developed in Experiment I to detect reflections from pipes. 
The accuracy of the detection model was assessed as in Experiment I by 
calculating (1) the numbers of valid detections and dismissals as well as Type I and 
Type II errors and (2) position and depth prediction errors. 
4.5  Target Structure Extrapolation Method Using a Convolution 
Prior to mapping the detections into a three dimensional structure, an 
intermediate visualization technique was developed to extrapolate the shape of the 
pipe structure. The visualization used a convolution operation with structuring 
elements (shape templates) to project the form of the pipe layout from the set of 
detections. 
Convolutions are used in a variety of image processing applications. It is a 
mathematical operation defined as the integral of the product of two functions (f, g) 
after one is reversed and shifted: 
gfY        [4-1] 










mnmngmmfnnY  [4-2] 
The depth dimension of the manually identified detections was eliminated, 




2], the detection plane was convolved with three shape templates (SE1, SE2, and 
SE3): straight lines that were perpendicular to the scan grid (SE1), and rotated 45˚ 
(SE2) and -45˚ (SE3). The lines were 0.9 scan lines long and 3 cm wide. By matching 
the templates to the true orientation of the pipes with respect to the scan lines, the 
convolution operation extrapolated the shape of the pipe segments from the set of 
location predictions on the detection plane. 
4.6  Target Structure Mapping – M3A 
An algorithm I have named the Macropore Morphology Mapping Algorithm 
(M3A) was created to map subsurface target structures using the results of the GPR 
scan data analysis and nearest neighbor association rules. The computer algorithm 
automatically links a set of target detections into a three-dimensional structure of 
connected linear segments. 
4.6.1  Mapping Algorithm Definition 
 The algorithm connects detections from one scan line to the next by 
comparing their locations within the scan lines. Connections are made between 
detections separated by distances (in position and depth) under specified thresholds 
using a coding device called an “extrapolation box.” A data structure for the 
macropore connectivity (MP) is maintained with pointers between connected 
detections. 
 The algorithm was designed based on the following assumptions: (1) GPR 
data was collected along scan lines that formed a discrete grid across the study area, 




subsurface morphology and allow for nearest neighbor connections of detections from 
one scan line to the next (as the spacing increases, the accuracy of the nearest 
neighbor predictions decreases exponentially), (3) the detections from the scan 
analysis procedure corresponded to the targeted subsurface structures (i.e., minimal 
Type I error), and (4) the scan analysis resulted in a nearly complete set of detections 
for the structure (i.e., minimal Type II error). 
 Each detection on each scan line is considered in turn (Fig. 29). Potential 
matches of detections to existing MP segments are evaluated by checking whether the 
detection falls within the extrapolations of those MP to the current scan line. If no 
match is found, a new MP is initialized with the detection as the root node. If a match 
is found, the detection is connected as a branch to that MP. If multiple matches are 
found, the detection is connected to the MP with the best fit according to a nearest 
neighbor principle. After all detections on the scan line are considered, extrapolation 
boxes are created on the next available scan line for all the active MP branches. After 
all scan lines are completed, suggestions are made to close gaps between MP 
segments due to false dismissals in the analysis. The connectivity links are used in 
plotting functions to construct a visualization of the target structures. 
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Figure 29. Macropore Morphology Mapping Algorithm (M3A) for predicting the 





4.6.2  M3A Application Example 
 A hypothetical target structure is used to demonstrate the algorithm’s basic 
functionality. The simulated example (Fig. 30) has two channels scanned with three 
parallel equally-spaced scan lines (SL-0, SL-1, and SL-2). Perfect detection 
performance is assumed prior to applying M3A, so the mapping procedure operated 
on the set of seven intersections of scan lines with channels (Fig. 31). 
The algorithm considers the scan line detection data starting with SL-0 and 
ending at SL-2. At the beginning of the analysis, there are no MPs so there are no 
possible matches for the SL-0 detections. Therefore, they are set as root nodes of two 
new MPs, MP1 and MP2 (Fig. 32). Extrapolation volumes are projected outward 
from the SL-0 nodes onto SL-1 (Fig. 33). The two SL-1 detections fall into these 
extrapolation boxes and are associated to their respective MPs (D3 to MP1 and D4 to 
MP2). Similarly, extrapolation volumes are projected from the SL-1 node positions 
onto SL-2 and the three SL-2 detections are associated (Fig. 34). Two are associated 
as branches of MP1 (D5 and D6) and the nearest neighbor tie-breaking logic is 
employed to associate D7 to MP2 (it falls within both the MP1 and MP2 
extrapolations but is closer to MP2). The final predicted links (Fig. 35) are: 
 MP1 = D1  D3  D5, D6 
 MP2 = D2  D4  D7 
The predicted target map (Fig. 36) generally matches the middle extents of the 
two simulated targets. Small errors in the prediction are due to the scan line spacing, 
including the beginning and ending of segments that fall outside of the scan grid and 





















Figure 30. Morphology mapping algorithm example. A simulated subsurface 
structure is scanned with three parallel B-scan lines (SL-0, SL-1, SL-2). 














Figure 31. Known information at the start of the mapping procedure: 7 detections 
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Figure 32. Mapping algorithm application starting with scan line 0 (SL-0). Each SL-0 
detection was initialized as the first node of an MP. 
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Figure 33. Mapping algorithm application on scan line 1 (SL-1). Extrapolation 
volumes were projected to SL-1 based on SL-0 information and SL-1 detections were 
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Figure 34. Mapping algorithm application on scan line 2 (SL-2). Extrapolation 
volumes were projected to SL-2 based on SL-1 information and SL-2 detections were 
matched to the extrapolations. 
 
Figure 35. Mapping algorithm example structure prediction. 








































Figure 36. Mapping algorithm example prediction compared to the original truth 





4.7  Results 
4.7.1  Target Detection Accuracy 
4.7.1.1  Detection Error Rates 
The results of the accuracy assessment for the manual and automated 
detection methods are summarized in Table 6. The 12 scan lines were assumed to 
have intersected the pipe structure 24 times (p = 24). Using the manual methodology 
(Fig. 37), 22 of the assumed intersections were detected (dM = 22) with no false 
alarms (faM = 0). The two ends of the pipes on the right side of the site (on SL-32 and 
SL-35) were not detected, probably because the antenna did not actually pass over the 
pipe segments. Thus, the Type II errors were likely due to the antenna placement 
during data collection not the detection methodology. The automated procedure had 
more errors than the manual procedure. Using AGTD, 17 of the assumed intersections 
were detected (dA = 17) with two false alarms (faA = 2). As in Experiment I, the false 
alarms were within 5 cm of the soil surface which can probably be attributed to 
artifacts generated from disturbing the soil matrix to bury the pipes. Of the 1210 
detection grid cells across the 12 scan lines, 1186 did not contain truth pipe positions 





Table 6. Experiment II manual and automated detection procedure results. 
Metric Manual Procedure Automated Procedure 
Total Grid Cells 1210 1210 
Grid Cells Not Containing Truth 1186 1186 
Empty Grid Cells Predicted Empty 1186 1184 
Potential Detections 24 24 
Accurate Detections 22 17 
False Alarms (Type I Errors) 0 2 
Missed Detections (Type II Errors) 2 7 
True Positive Rate 91.7% 70.8% 
True Negative Rate 100.0% 99.8% 
Type I Error Rate 0.0% 0.002% 
Type II Error Rate 8.3% 29.2% 
Precision 100.0% 89.5% 











































Figure 37. Detection performance relative to the Experiment II pipe layout using the 




4.7.1.2  Position and Depth Prediction Errors 
As in Experiment I, there was a tendency to over-estimate the pipe positions 
compared to the center of the antenna housing, especially for the angled pipe 
intersections (Fig. 38). The median position error (Pe) of the manual target detections 
for the perpendicular scan line intersections was 3.4 cm as compared to 8.6 cm for all 
angled intersections. The median depth error was 0 cm; estimates were generally 
accurate within 2 cm (23% of the wavelength at the antenna center frequency and 
32% of the wavelength at the upper bound of the antenna frequency response). 
4.7.2  Target Structure Extrapolation Using a Convolution 
Two target structure shape extrapolations were created (Fig. 39 b, d) from the 
data plane of manually identified detections (Fig. 39 a, c) using the shape templates. 
The true pipe structure was best approximated by taking into account coarse 
information about the orientation of the pipes (Fig. 39 c). However, a priori 
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Figure 38. Truth and predicted (a) positions and (b) depths of the Experiment II 
buried pipe structure on each GPR scan line (mean Pe = 9.6 cm, standard deviation = 
6.9 cm; mean De = -0.5 cm, standard deviation = 1.1 cm). Predictions were set with 
the manual detection procedure at the reflection hyperbola apexes. The detection 
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Figure 39. Experiment II convolution shape extrapolation. The input data were the set 
of manual detections (a) excluding and (c) including the truth pipe orientations. 
Convolutions were computed (b) using only the perpendicular mask (SE1) and (d) 




4.7.3  Target Structure Mapping 
 Three MPs resulted from the application of M3A to the detections from the 
manual analysis procedure (plotted blue, green, and red); the green and red MPs had 
only one node each (Fig. 40, 41). The prediction robustly tracked the truth structure 
as shown in plan view (Fig. 42). 
 

























Figure 40. Diagram of the predicted Experiment II pipe structure using M3A and the 
results of the manual target detection procedure. The green and red triangles are 
































































































































4.8  Conclusion 
An algorithm named M3A was developed in Experiment II to automatically 
reconstruct the geometry of buried pipes simulating riparian wetland preferential flow 
channels within one meter of the soil surface. The algorithm robustly mapped the 
branching structure across 12 parallel GPR scan lines from detections generated using 
the methodologies developed in Experiment I. 
The target detection accuracy assessment corroborated the results of 
Experiment I. Using the manual detection methodology, 91.7% of the pipes were 
correctly located (8.3% Type II error rate) with a 0% Type I error rate. The two 
missed detections were on scan lines assumed to have intersected structure end 
points, suggesting that the antenna did not actually pass by the pipes within the width 
of the GPR footprint. The median position prediction error (Pe) was 8.6 cm and the 
median depth prediction error (De) was 0 cm. Using the automated procedure, 70.8% 




Chapter 5:  Experiment III Mapping Validation 
5.1  Introduction 
Experiment III was conducted as the final step towards developing and 
validating generalized field procedures for detecting and mapping the structure of 
riparian wetland lateral preferential flow channels. The procedures developed in 
Experiments I and II were applied and validated at a study site in a riparian wetland. 
Preferential flow channels were detected along 10 scan lines covering the study area 
and the results were referenced by M3A to create a three-dimensional map of the 
channel structures. The structure predictions were confirmed by ground truth 
generated from soil core samples and colored tracer dye transmission. 
The goals of the experiment were to (1) use the GPR protocols developed in 
Experiments I and II to scan a wetland and detect the positions of preferential flow 
channels, (2) use the convolution operation developed in Experiment II to calculate 
the density of channel detections across the study area, (3) use the mapping algorithm 
developed in Experiment II (M3A) to create a three-dimensional map of the flow 
channel structures based on the detection locations, and (4) ground truth the locations 
of the flow channels using colored tracer dye and auger core samples and assess the 
accuracy of the predictions. 
Experiment III included: 
1. Selecting a study site within a riparian wetland with known preferential flow; 
2. Collecting GPR data along 10 parallel scan lines oriented perpendicular to the 




3. Applying the manual and automated detection methodologies to identify the 
locations of the preferential flow channels; 
4. Mapping the subsurface structure of flow channels using M3A; 
5. Calculating the density of channel detections in the study area using the 
convolution operation; and 
6. Assessing the accuracy of the detection and mapping procedures by ground 
truthing the locations of channels using core samples and by observing the 
rates of flow of injected tracer dyes through the study area. 
5.2  OPE3 Soils, Hydrology, and Vegetation 
 The validation experiment was performed at the USDA/ARS Beltsville 
Agricultural Research Center OPE3 research site in a riparian wetland. The study site 
is located within an agricultural watershed in the mid-Atlantic coastal plain in 
Beltsville, MD (Fig. 43). About 75% of the 70 ha watershed is in agricultural 
production and 10% is forested wetland; the remainder is forested upland and 
uncropped meadow (Angier et al., 2005). 
The riparian corridor borders a 1.1 km long first-order stream that runs 
northeast to southwest through the watershed. The corridor varies in width between 
60 m and 250 m (Angier et al., 2005). Five automated data logging stations record 
flow measurements at intervals along the stream before it joins a higher-order stream 




















Figure 44. OPE3 watershed digital elevation map with the location of the 





The wetland soils at the site are approximately 2 m deep and classified as 
Typic Haplosaprist. They are underlain by a sand and gravel aquifer. The soil series 
in the northern part of the wetland is a Johnston Silt Loam (very poorly drained) and a 
Bibb Silt Loam (poorly drained) in the southern part (Angier et al., 2002). A “post-
settlement” layer with greater mineral content is present within 50 cm of the surface; 
it was deposited when the land use in the region changed to agriculture (Angier and 
McCarty, 2008). 
Indirect and direct evidence has been reported of preferential water 
conduction in the OPE3 wetland. Many upwelling (discharging) zones are present 
throughout the riparian valley and actively discharging macropores are visible along 
the banks of the stream channel. Fine sands have also been observed discharging from 
those openings, the source of which was hypothesized to be a sand layer at least 80 
cm below the surface. Finally, continuous macropores have been observed in soil 
cores (Angier et al., 2005). 
 The most prevalent tree species found within the riparian forest are red maple 
(Acer rubrum) and white oak (Quercus alba). Skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus 
foetidus) is the most prevalent understory species (Renz, 2003). 
5.3  Description of Experimental Site 
 A 3 m by 5 m study site was established bordering the stream south of Station 
3 (Fig. 44). This location was chosen because of its accessibility from the adjacent 
agricultural field (allowing transport of the GPR equipment), its relatively 
unobstructed surface, and its visible indicators of subsurface preferential flow 






5.4  GPR Data Collection 
 In March 2008, a rectangular grid of 10 scan lines was set with string 
bordering the stream (Fig. 45) and GPR data was collected. The scan lines were 
oriented parallel to the stream, perpendicular to the hypothesized trend direction of 
the channels: following the hillside slope as speculated in the alternative conceptual 
groundwater flow model (Angier and McCarty, 2008). The scan line spacing was set 
at the width of the sensor footprint (0.3 m) as in Experiment II. Propagation velocity 
was calibrated to synchronize the known depth of a metal stake inserted into the 
stream channel wall to the depth indicated in the real-time A-scan readout. During 
data collection, the locations of subsurface reflectors were noted from the computer 
display and flagged on the ground as potential sample locations for ground truth soil 
cores. 
5.5  GPR Data Analysis and Target Structure Mapping Methods 
 Channel locations were predicted using the manual and automated detection 
procedures described in Experiments I and II. Reflected energy was disregarded in 
depths shallower than 15 cm because surface responses were likely caused by 
biomass like tree roots and skunk cabbage bulbs. 
The connectivity of flow channels between scan lines was predicted using 



























5.6  Target Detection Density Calculation Method 
The two-dimensional convolution operation defined in Experiment II (Eq. [4-
2]) was applied to calculate the density of detections within the study site. By 
convolving the plane of detections with a longer and thicker version of the 
perpendicular shape template (SE1), the detections in a neighborhood the size of the 
convolved shape template rectangle (2.9 scan lines long by 30 cm wide) were 
accumulated, providing a count, or density, of the detections in that neighborhood. 
5.7  Ground Truthing Methods 
The accuracy of the preferential flow channel location predictions was 
assessed by evaluating soil core samples and by observing the direction of 
preferential water conduction in the study site using colored tracer dye. 
5.7.1  Soil Coring 
Soil cores were obtained in March 2008 using a core extractor (Eijkelkamp 
Peat Sampler, Eijkelkamp Agrisearch Equipment, Giesbeek, The Netherlands) to 
directly confirm predictions of the presence and absence of large pores in the 
subsurface. The peat sampler extracted 0.5 m increments of the low-bulk-density 
wetland soils intact with little compression, allowing detailed examination of the 
samples (Angier et al., 2005). 
Co-located target and control samples were extracted in six groups throughout 
the site as directed by real-time GPR readouts. Target samples were taken at points 
where macropores were predicted to be present based on a response detected from 




positions that did not exhibit a GPR response. The samples were visually inspected 
and classified as either positive or negative for the presence of large pores (gaps in 
the cores). Samples with gaps larger than 3 cm in diameter, the functional resolution 
of the 900 MHz antenna established in Experiments I and II, were classified positive. 
Samples with smaller or no gaps were classified negative. 
The metrics defined in Chapter 3 were reinterpreted to summarize the soil 
core prediction performance:  
t
pt
veRatetruePositi     [5-1] 
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nc
veRatetrueNegati     [5-2] 
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   [5-6] 
where pt = number of positive target samples 
nt = number of negative target samples (Type I error) 
t = number of total target samples 
pc = number of positive control samples (Type II error) 
nc = number of negative control samples 





5.7.2  Acceptance Sampling 
Acceptance sampling, a statistical quality control assurance technique from 








les that were positive out of n total) to a threshold (the maximum 
number
ased channel predictions from the core sample results. The technique was 
popularized by Dodge and Romig (1959) and originally applied by the U.S. mil
to test the acceptability of bullets produced during World War II. 
Dodge reasoned that by testing a sample at random from a batch, a decision
could be made to either accept or reject the entire batch. Therefore, acceptance 
sampling represents a compromise between exhaustive samplin
 when testing is destructive and the cost of inspection is high, as is the case 
with core extraction. Military Standard 105E (Department of Defense, 1989) is the 
most recent version of the standard specifying this procedure. 
The soil core sampling design was a “single sampling plan” where one sample 
(sample size n) was selected at random from the batch. Instead of a batch of product, 
the batch size in this case was the number of potential samples, the number of grid 
cells along all of the GPR scan lines. Each cell was 22.86 cm long (along the scan) as 
in Experiments I and II and covered the full depth range. The acceptability of the se
of predictions as a whole (both the presence and absence of channels) was determined 
by comparing the number of misclassified samples (target samples that were negati
and control samp
 allowed was c). Standard 105E specifies values for n and c based on the batch 





AQL is the maximal percent of nonconforming cores allowed. Values of 1.0%
or 2.5% are typical. Inspection level is either I, II, or III where Level II is designated 
normal, Level I requires about half the amount of inspection as Level II and is use
when reduced sampling costs are required and a lower level of discrimi
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0 scan lines), the standard 
dictates that 12 of 13 soil core samples be correctly classified (Table 7).  
tandard 105E acceptance sampling specifications for the soil core 
ent of Defense, 1989, Table II-C). 
Speci tion 
d, and Level III requires about twice the amount of inspection as Level II a
is used when more discrimination is needed. There are three types of inspectio
normal, tightened, and reduced which allows for smaller sample sizes. 
The parameters specified for this analysis were: AQL = 2.5%, insp
Level II, and reduced inspection type. To accept the batch of 220 GPR-based 
predictions (the total number of grid cells across the 1
Table 7. Military S
samples (Departm
Parameter fica
Batch size 151-280 
Inspection Level II 
AQL 2.5% 
Inspection Type reduced 
Sample Size (n) 13 







Thirteen cores (7 target samples and 6 control samples) were extracted in six 
groups (Fig. 46) below the surface root mat to a maximum depth of 67 cm (+/- 4 cm). 
5.7.3  Tracer Dye 
To confirm preferential flow through the study site, blue and red water tracing 
dyes (Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, Vernon Hills, IL) were injected into the 
subsurface in November 2004 at six locations in and around the study area (Fig. 46). 
Preferential flow (if any) from those input points was confirmed when the dye 
appeared in the stream channel within five minutes, far more rapidly than one would 
expect from typical rates of groundwater flow. The direction of flow was inferred 
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Figure 46. Experiment III study site schematic with the locations of the six groups of 





5.8  Results 
5.8.1  Target Detection 
There were 450 total target detections across the 10 scan lines using the 
manual detection methodology. The complete set of scan data and detection results 
(including the automated methodology results) can be found in Appendix E. Constant 
bands of reflected energy were observed in the B-scan images (before background 
removal filtering) at approximately 38 cm and 55 cm. These bands were probably the 
result of changes in electromagnetic properties between soil layers that are evident in 
the soil cores. Refer to Appendix F for further examination of this correlation. 
The numbers of detections and the character of the radar energy reflections 
varied within and between these soil strata. The bimodal distribution of manual 
detections in depth corresponded to the soil layer boundaries (Fig. 47). The shape of 
the reflections in the deeper depth ranges was also markedly different from those in 
the shallowest range. 




























The distribution of detections was potentially due to the OPE3 soils: the 
middle strata may be less permeable and thus inhibit the formation of channels, 
whereas the shallower and deeper layers appeared to be less cohesive and thus may be 
more susceptible to channel formation. The detections at deeper depths may also 
correspond to vertical upwelling pathways between the aquifer and the shallow 
subsurface as hypothesized by Angier et al. (2005). 
5.8.2  Target Structure Mapping and Detection Density 
The results of the connectivity prediction using M3A and the detection density 
calculation in plan view are shown in Fig. 48. The M3A results are also displayed in 




































Figure 48. Experiment III M3A preferential flow channel prediction (a) in plan view 
and (b) colorized detection density using the convolution operation where red stands 




























































5.8.3  Prediction Accuracy Assessment 
5.8.3.1  Soil Coring 
Six of the seven target cores had qualifying pore spaces (diameter > 3 cm) and 
were classified as positive samples (Table 8 and Fig. 50). All six control cores were 
classified negative resulting in a total accuracy 92.3%. Pictures of all the samples and 
expanded views showing the pore spaces are given in Appendix E. 
Table 8. Experiment III core sample metrics (Eq. [5-1], [5-2], [5-3], [5-4], [5-5], and 
[5-6]). 
Metric Result 
Total Samples 13 
Target Samples 7 
Positive Target Samples 6 
Control Samples 6 
Negative Control Samples 6 
False Alarms (Type I Errors) 1 
False Negatives (Type II Errors) 0 
True Positive Rate 86% 
True Negative Rate 100% 
Type I Error Rate 14% 
Type II Error Rate 0% 
Precision 86% 
Total Accuracy 92% 
 
Target sample 3T did not contain qualifying pore spaces as predicted. This 
false alarm may have been due to the non-uniform bulk density at the predicted target 
depth (the soil was compressed and there appeared to be a small root present) or the 
core might have been taken at a position slightly offset from the true channel location. 
The batch of GPR-based predictions meets the MIL-STD-105E acceptance 
qualification since only one sample was incorrectly classified. 
 
 




5.8.3.2  Tracer Dye 
 Observations of dye conducted from injection points to discharge points at the 
stream channel showed that preferential flow was active within the study site (Fig. 
51). Four of the input points (D1, D3, D5, and D6) were connected to four different 
output points at the stream channel. Two other injection points did not have 
preferential transmission (D2, D4); note that D4 did not occur close to a predicted 
channel location (Fig. 52). The coarse extrapolations connecting inflow points to 
outflow points overlapped several of the predicted (and confirmed) target locations, 
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Figure 51. Colored dye injection points (D1-D6) and corresponding output points in 
OPE3. The dashed lines only connect the input and output points; the farther the 
distance from the stream bank, the greater the uncertainty about the actual path 
traveled through the study site. “No Tx” means no transmission was observed from 
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Figure 52. Colored dye injection points (D1-D6) and observed output points 







5.9  Conclusion 
The generalized field procedures for detecting and mapping preferential flow 
channels were applied and validated in Experiment III at the OPE3 riparian wetland 
forest. Channels were detected and mapped into a three dimensional structure and the 
predictions were corroborated with ground truth from colored tracer dye and auger 
core samples. Transmission of colored dye verified that preferential conduction 
existed in the wetland. Furthermore, the connections between observed input and 
output points could be satisfied by the channels predicted by the mapping algorithm. 
The sample error rate of thirteen soil core samples (92% accurate) satisfied the 
requirements of Military Standard 105E for statistical quality control. 
 
 
Chapter 6:  Summary and Conclusions 
Ground-penetrating radar was applied to detect and map lateral preferential 
flow channel structures in the top meter of riparian wetland soils. Procedures were 
developed and tested in experiments at the UMD Paint Branch Turfgrass Research 
Facility and validated at the USDA-BARC OPE3 research site. Scientists employing 
these tools can now, for the first time, non-invasively map the structure of lateral 
preferential flow pathways in riparian buffers. 
In Experiment I, a field test plot was created to develop generalized methods 
for detecting channel-like objects. Sixteen PVC pipes simulating channels of different 
sizes and fill media were buried in four parallel rows. A manual detection 
methodology was applied to locate the pipes based on reflections in radar scan data 
collected at different orientations to the plot layout (0% Type I error, 7.8% Type II 
error). An automated detection algorithm that I created (AGTD) had a higher Type II 
error rate (29.7%) at a similar Type I error rate (0.7%). Positions and depths were 
successfully predicted regardless of the scan orientation (mean Pe from the reflection 
apex with the manual procedure = 11.1 cm, standard deviation = 8.0 cm; mean De = -
0.6 cm, standard deviation = 1.8 cm). The minimum resolvable object size across all 
angles of intersection (3.00 cm) agreed well with an in situ estimate based on 
wavelength at the upper bound of the GPR antenna’s bandwidth (3.1 cm). 
In Experiment II, a field test plot was created to test the detection 
methodologies from Experiment I and to develop an algorithm for connecting the 
resulting detections into a three-dimensional prediction of the buried objects’ 




three-dimensional shape of a connected PVC pipe structure simulating branching 
preferential flow channels. The pipe segments were effectively detected in 12 parallel 
GPR scan lines using the manual and automated detection methodologies. There was 
a performance gap as in Experiment I between the manual procedure and AGTD 
(8.3% Type II error rate versus 29.2% for AGTD for a 0% Type II error rate versus 
0.002% for AGTD). Position and depth prediction accuracy measurements also 
agreed with those from Experiment I (mean Pe from the reflection apex with the 
manual procedure = 9.6 cm, standard deviation = 6.9 cm; mean De = -0.5 cm, 
standard deviation = 1.1 cm). 
In Experiment III, the methods and algorithms developed in Experiments I 
and II were applied to detect and map preferential flow channels at an experimental 
study site in the OPE3 riparian wetland. Predicted flow channel locations between 15 
cm and 65 cm in depth were ground truthed with soil core samples and observations 
of colored tracer dye transmission. The sample error rate of thirteen soil core samples 
(92% accurate) satisfied the requirements of Military Standard 105E for statistical 
quality control. The channel predictions could also account for the observations of 
preferential tracer dye conduction through the study site. 
These three experiments show that preferential flow channels in riparian 
wetlands can be reliably detected and non-invasively mapped using GPR. This is a 
distinct contribution compared to previous studies, notably Holden et al. (2002). The 
primary difference is that I mapped preferential pathway geometries in three 
dimensions automatically, without cueing from manual site surveys. Incorporating 




Pierret et al., 2002a), the mapping algorithm (M3A) is a useful new tool for 
reconstructing channel-like target geometries, from preferential flow channels to tree 
root structures. 
The resulting methods can be applied by researchers, including scientists 
without engineering backgrounds, to non-invasively uncover the pathways of by-pass 
flow through riparian wetlands and relate those mechanisms to measurements of 
environmental quality. 
The prevalence of flow channels can be measured within a watershed and 
compared to field observations across watersheds in different geographical regions 
(Weiler and Naef, 2003). Channel density per unit surface area can be calculated 
using the convolution procedure described in Chapter 5 and the fraction of the matrix 
with macropores can be determined by assuming an average channel diameter. These 
calculations can be input to lumped models predicting water flow rates through 
riparian buffers (Lin et al., 1999). Furthermore, M3A pathway predictions can be used 
to bootstrap and reduce the uncertainty of stochastic hydrologic flow path models. 
Channel location predictions can also direct the placement of water quality 
samplers in environmental quality studies. Samplers can be installed into detected 
channels to collect real-time flow measurements and water quality samples to directly 
assess by-pass nutrient transport. 
In addition to directly applying these GPR methods, future researchers can 
refer to this study as an example of how to manipulate analysis techniques described 
in literature for new non-invasive detection applications in new settings. The 




studies into non-invasive detection of channel-like targets such as utility pipes (Allred 
et al., 2004; Park et al., 2003; Zarkhidze and Lemenager, 2004). For each new 
application, the researcher must build upon that foundation using the specific 
requirements of the application. The properties of the soil and the targets (size, depth, 
lateral extent, and electromagnetic contrast from the medium) must be understood to 
design a successful scanning and analysis procedure (number of scan lines, scan line 
spacing, antenna center frequency, and signal processing filter types). 
Future research into automated target detection can also reference the lessons 
learned from this study. The automated detection methodology (AGTD) I created 
using techniques from the field of image processing showed promise but could not 
fully replicate the results of the manual methodology. Further development is 
required to improve the detection rate of this algorithm before the human operator can 
be taken completely out of the analysis loop. Areas of potential exploration include 
adaptive amplitude thresholding techniques based on gray-level histograms (Otsu, 
1979; Yang and Gupta, 1993), more robust segmentation techniques (Malik et al., 
2001; Pal and Pal, 1993; Svensson, 2008), and an iterative methodology (Dell’Acqua 
et al., 2004; Goldman and Cohen, 2004). 
Similar algorithms in the literature (Al-Nuaimy et al., 2002; Capineri et al., 
1998; Herman and Singh, 1995; Shihab et al., 2003; Youn and Chen, 2002) have 
reported successes automatically detecting targets but it is difficult to determine the 
relative performance of the various approaches. Standard datasets should be 
established and made available to all researchers and common metrics established to 




One extension of this work is to create an automated system using the GPR 
detection and mapping algorithms for canvassing large study areas. A locomotive 
robot equipped with a computer, GPR sensor, and global positioning system (GPS) 
could be programmed to perform labor-intensive GPR surveys and map target 
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Figure 53. Manual and fully automated versions of the general GPR application 
procedure. AGTD = Automated GPR Target Detection algorithm. M3A = Macropore 
Morphology Mapping Algorithm. 
The researcher would program the desired coordinates of survey sites and the 
length and scan spacing of the GPR survey, the robot would collect data at the sites 
based on GPS measurements, the AGTD algorithm (described in Chapter 3) would be 
applied to the scan data to generate target detections, and M3A (described in Chapter 






stored on the robot’s computer and transmitted back to the laboratory for real-time 
examination. 
Other potential applications include investigations addressing the impacts of 
preferential pathways on nutrient feedbacks to biological and hydrological systems 
such as: the inter-dependencies of wetland earthworms (Shipitalo et al., 2004) or the 
crayfish that are abundant in the OPE3 wetland, their burrows, and preferential flow; 
and the relationships between plant nutrient availability, water availability, and tree 





Appendix A:  Experiment I Data 
Refer to Table 9 for a description of each of the 16 pipes buried in the 
Eperiment I field test plot. 
Table 9. The 16 Experiment I pipes with nominal pipe size (NPS), inner diameter 













1w 0.5 1.85 W 20.3 0 0 
1aw 0.5 1.85 A/W 15.2 0 0 
1a 0.5 1.85 A 17.8 0 0 
1sw 0.5 1.85 SW 15.2 20.1 0.020 
2w 1 3.00 W 17.8 0 0 
2aw 1 3.00 A/W 17.8 0 0 
2a 1 3.00 A 17.8 0 0 
2sw 1 3.00 SW 17.8 63.2 0.024 
3w 1.5 4.46 W 17.8 0 0 
3aw 1.5 4.46 A/W 15.2 0 0 
3a 1.5 4.46 A 15.2 0 0 
3sw 1.5 4.46 SW 17.8 129.9 0.023 
4w 2 5.64 FW 17.8 0 0 
4aw 2 5.64 A/FW 15.2 0 0 
4a 2 5.64 A 17.8 0 0 
4sw 2 5.64 SW 17.8 216.5 0.024 
 
The AGTD algorithm was applied to each Experiment I scan line using the 
parameters listed in Table 10. 
Table 10. Automated target detection algorithm (AGTD) parameter specification. 
Parameter Value 
pre-filter 81 point wide moving window average 
analysis depth gate between the ground surface and the 
maximum recorded depth 
hysteresis upper amplitude threshold 6 
hysteresis lower amplitude threshold 4.8 
minimum bandwidth requirement 11.43 cm 





The detection performance for each scan line is compiled in Table 11. The 
number of correct detections for the automated algorithm (dA) and manual procedure 
(dM) are listed, as well as the number of false alarms by the algorithm (faA), and the 
number of total detection cells (ngc) and correctly predicted empty detected cells 
(npA). The results are broken into two depth ranges: all depths below the ground 
surface and a subset of depths 5 cm under the ground surface and below. The latter 
was included to filter out false alarms close to the ground surface that were induced 





Table 11. Detection performance by scan line for all angles of intersection (90˚ = 
perpendicular, 0˚ = parallel, 45˚ = angled, R-to-L = right-to-left, L-to-R = left-to-
right). p = number of possible detections per scan and total; d = number of detections 
per scan and total (dM = manual, dA = auto-detected); ngc = number of grid cells with 
no truth present; faA = number of algorithm false alerts per scan and total; npA = 
number of grid cells with no detections or truth per scan and total. 




SL-24 4 4 1 101 (80) 1 (0) 100 (80) 
SL-25 4 4 4 101 (80) 0 (0) 101 (80) 
SL-26 4 4 3 111 (88) 1 (0) 
90˚ 
4 4 4 101 (80) 1 (0) 
110 (88) 
SL-27 100 (80) 
SL-40 4 4 3 116 (92) 7 (2) 109 (90) 
SL-41 4 4 4 111 (88) 2 (1) 109 (87) 
SL-42 4 4 4 121 (96) 7 (2) 
0˚ 
4 4 3 121 (96) 4 (2) 
114 (94) 
SL-43 118 (94) 
SL-44 1 0 0 39 (31) 0 (0) 39 (31) 
SL-45 2 2 2 83 (66) 4 (0) 79 (66) 
SL-46 3 2 2 107 (85) 1 (1) 106 (84) 
SL-47 4 3 1 151 (120) 2 (0) 149 (120) 
SL-48 3 3 3 122 (97) 2 (0) 121 (97) 
SL-49 2 2 2 83 (66) 0 (0) 
45˚ 
R-to-L 
1 1 0 49 (39) 0 (0) 
83 (66) 
SL-50 49 (39) 
SL-51 1 0 0 34 (27) 1 (0) 33 (27) 
SL-52 2 2 2 83 (66) 1 (0) 82 (66) 
SL-53 3 3 1 117 (93) 3 (0) 114 (93) 
SL-54 4 3 2 146 (116) 2 (0) 144 (116) 
SL-55 3 3 1 112 (89) 1 (0) 109 (87) 
SL-56 2 2 2 88 (70) 1 (0) 
45˚ 
L-to-R 
1 1 1 49 (39) 1 (0) 
86 (69) 
SL-57 48 (39) 







†  in parentheses, number of grid cells with no truth in a depth subset below 5 cm 
‡  in parentheses, number of false alarms in depth subset below 5 cm 




B-scan images with 91.4 cm long samples around each of the Experiment I 
PVC pipes at perpendicular and angled intersections with GPR scan lines show the 
different characteristics of reflection hyperbolas with target size and orientation (Fig. 
54-59). B-scan images for scans intersecting the pipe layout with parallel angles of 
intersection show the characteristic constant bands of energy reflectance (Fig. 60-61). 
A constant gain factor of 5 was applied to the data as well as a background removal 
filter (Eq. [3-2]). The y-axis was offset by 7.62 cm to align zero depth with the true 
ground surface. 
Samples were grouped together by nominal pipe size (NPS) level and angle of 
intersection for each of the four fill types: perpendicular (Fig. 54, 55), 45 degree 
angle from right-to-left (Fig. 56, 57), 45 degree angle from left-to-right (Fig. 58, 59), 
and parallel (Fig. 60, 61). The true position of the pipes, response apexes of the 
corresponding GPR responses (if any), and traces of the first and second half-cycles 
are shown with each sample. The truth markers scale in size with the pipe diameter. If 
a response could not be identified due to lack of amplitude, the following annotation 
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Figure 61. Parallel B-scans of the (a) water and (b) salt water filled PVC.
 
Appendix B:  Experiment I Feature Extraction Analysis 
B.1  Introduction 
The Experiment I data was examined to discern whether nominal pipe size 
(NPS) and B-scan line orientation could be determined from the form of the GPR 
responses. If predictive features can be identified, future studies can extract the 
feature data from the GPR B-scans to characterize the unknown properties of detected 
targets (Al-Nuaimy et al., 2004). 
Three features of the reflection hyperbolas from the 16 combinations of NPS 
and fill types were compared across the three non-parallel scan line orientations 
(perpendicular, 45 degree angle from right-to-left, and 45 degree angle from left-to-
right): maximum reflected amplitude, 3 dB hyperbola width, and hyperbola skew. 
The features were measured and analyzed for trends. 
B.2  Literature Review 
Similar research has focused on extracting mostly amplitude-related features 
of GPR reflections to predict the size of tree roots and PVC pipes. Barton and 
Montagu (2004) showed that tree root target diameters could be predicted (R2 = 0.89) 
based on the intervals between successive zero crossings in depth. Butnor et al. 
(2001) reported that tree root target diameters could be predicted with reasonable 
accuracy based on a measurement called “high amplitude area” (area under the half-
cycle above a threshold). Cox et al. (2005) found correlations of amplitude with both 
tree root and PVC pipe target diameters. Dannoura et al. (2008) examined several 




threshold area”) and found significant correlations (p < 0.001) with Cryptomeria 
japonica root diameter. 
B.3  Feature Extraction and Trend Analysis 
The maximum absolute amplitudes of the target reflections were accumulated 
for the first half-cycle response traces (Fig. 62). The background amplitude 
distribution across all waveforms was also calculated for comparison (Fig. 62 g). 
The amplitude measurements were fit with respect to inner pipe diameter 
using linear regression models for each of the fill types and scan orientations, and 
across all fill measurements combined, and goodness of fit was calculated. The results 
were accumulated for the first half-cycle trace (Table 12) and the second half-cycle 
trace (Table 13) separately to note any differences. 
There was reasonable correlation of amplitude measurements from the 
perpendicular scan lines with inner diameter; the fresh water 1.0 NPS amplitude was 
an outlier from this trend. Correlation coefficients were smaller for the angled scan 
lines. The maximum amplitudes were greater than 5 while the background levels 
were almost entirely less than 5. 
Reflection width (w3dB) was defined as the difference between the right (Pre) 
and left edges (Ple) of the half-cycle trace boundaries to half of the peak trace 
amplitudes: 
     [B-1] leredB PPw 3
The widths of the first half-cycle traces were calculated and plotted (Fig. 63). 
No clear trend was observed with NPS. Part of the variability was due to 




trace of pipe 2a erroneously tracks away from the main lobe of the response 
hyperbola). 
A unitless measure for skew (s) was defined with a range of [0, 1] as the 
relative distance between the peak (Pp) and the left and right edges (Eq. [B-2]). 










s     [B-2] 
Skew values were calculated from the peaks of the apex of the response 
hyperbolas (Fig. 64 a, b, c and Fig. 65 g, h, i) and the locations of the maximum 
amplitudes (Fig. 64 d, e, f and Fig. 65 j, k, l) in the first reflection half-cycle for the 
perpendicular and angled scan lines. Differences between reflections in perpendicular 
scan lines and angled scan lines were most apparent in the calculations from the apex 
peak position (Fig. 65 g, h, i); measurements from perpendicular scan lines clustered 
near zero whereas those from angled intersections clustered closer to 0.5, particularly 
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Figure 62. (a, b, c) Scatter plots of maximum amplitude for responses from each fill 
type and nominal pipe size (NPS) and (d, e, f) box plots combining measurements 
across all fill types. (g) Box plot of all scan sample amplitudes (without outliers). The 
measurements are sorted by the angle of intersection: (a, d) perpendicular, (b, e) R-to-




Table 12. Linear regression statistics (m = slope, R2 = coefficient of determination) 
for maximum absolute first half-cycle amplitude predicted by inner pipe diameter. 
Pipe/Scan Property Fit Statistic 
Orientation Fill Type m R2 
Perpendicular Air 1.75 0.77 
Perpendicular Air/Water 2.14 0.57 
Perpendicular Water 0.45 0.01 
Perpendicular Salt Water 4.65 0.76 
Perpendicular All Fills 2.25 0.33 
Angle (R-to-L) Air -0.08 0.00 
Angle (R-to-L) Air/Water 3.08 0.65 
Angle (R-to-L) Water -2.54 0.38 
Angle (R-to-L) Salt Water 6.87 0.87 
Angle (R-to-L) All Fills 1.34 0.07 
Angle (L-to-R) Air 4.34 0.63 
Angle (L-to-R) Air/Water 3.35 0.60 
Angle (L-to-R) Water 0.06 0.00 
Angle (L-to-R) Salt Water -6.04 0.85 
Angle (L-to-R) All Fills 1.64 0.11 
 
Table 13. Linear regression statistics (m = slope, R2 = coefficient of determination) 
for maximum absolute second half-cycle amplitude predicted by inner pipe diameter. 
Pipe/Scan Property Fit Statistic 
Orientation Fill Type M R2 
Perpendicular Air 2.66 0.69 
Perpendicular Air/Water 4.92 0.83 
Perpendicular Water -1.28 0.03 
Perpendicular Salt Water 3.96 0.72 
Perpendicular All Fills 2.56 0.19 
Angle (R-to-L) Air 0.74 0.05 
Angle (R-to-L) Air/Water 4.65 0.54 
Angle (R-to-L) Water -1.32 0.52 
Angle (R-to-L) Salt Water 1.78 0.37 
Angle (R-to-L) All Fills 1.46 0.08 
Angle (L-to-R) Air 5.41 0.62 
Angle (L-to-R) Air/Water 6.43 0.65 
Angle (L-to-R) Water 0.71 0.18 
Angle (L-to-R) Salt Water 3.58 0.55 





















































































































Figure 63. (a, b, c) Scatter plots of 3 dB widths for each fill type and nominal pipe 
size (NPS) and (d, e, f) box plots combining all fill types. The measurements are 
further sorted by the angle of intersection: (a, d) perpendicular, (b, e) R-to-L 45 
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Figure 64. Scatter plots of skew measurements for each fill type and nominal pipe 
size (NPS) from the (a, b, c) apex of the response and (d, e, f) maximum amplitude 
location. The measurements are further sorted by the angle of intersection: (a, d) 



























































































































Figure 65. Box plots of skew measurements across all fill types for each nominal pipe 
size (NPS) from the (g, h, i) response apex and (j, k, l) maximum amplitude location. 
The measurements are further sorted by the angle of intersection: (g, j) perpendicular, 




B.4  Conclusion 
Comparisons of descriptive statistics extracted from PVC pipe reflections in 
the GPR scan data indicated that there were some differences in these measurements 
between different pipe sizes and fill media. However, it is unclear how useful these 
statistics could be as a predictor for target size and target orientation with respect to 
the scan. Additional study of this problem is needed with a greater range of pipe size. 
Trends were observed in some measurements of maximum amplitude with 
respect to NPS (e.g., the salt water fill with angled R-to-L scan lines had an R2 of 
0.87) as reported in the literature. However, the variability between replicates 
(intersection angles and fill media) casts doubt on the applicability of amplitude to 
predict target size, at least for the sizes considered in this study. A stronger 
correlation could perhaps be uncovered with a wider range of target sizes. 
No one fill type had consistently higher amplitudes than any other. One 
explanation for this finding is the attenuation (α) and conductivity (σ) properties 
(Table 14) of salt compared to fresh water and their effects on electromagnetic (EM) 
energy. EM energy attenuates quicker in more electrically conductive materials 
because the electrical component of the propagating wave is rapidly conducted away 
(Conyers, 2004). Therefore, even though salt solution has a slightly higher dielectric, 
energy is attenuated by the solution instead of fully reflected. Another potential 
explanation, and complication, is that the salt may have settled out of solution to the 






Table 14. Properties of air and water relating to GPR reflectance, including dielectric 
(k), electrical conductivity (σ), velocity (v), and attenuation (α) (Annan, 2001). 
Material k σ (mS/M) v (m/ns) α (dB/m) 
Air 1 0 0.30 0 
Distilled water 80 0.01 0.033 0.002 
Fresh water 80 0.5 0.033 0.1 
Sea water 80 3000 0.01 1000 
 
Effects of angle of intersection were observed, particularly with the skew 
measurements out of the left-to-right angled scan lines compared to the perpendicular 
scans for positions marked at the reflection apex. Some evidence was also seen of the 
response width correlating with increasing NPS, particularly with the left-to-right 
angled scans, but its validity is questionable given that the inverse was measured in 
the perpendicular scans. 
 
Appendix C:  M3A 
C.1  Algorithm Details 
 M3A operates according to a nearest neighbor principle that links together 
targets detected at similar positions on successive scan lines. Detections are matched 
and connected into a branch-node data structure called MP using a coding device 
called an “extrapolation box.” The box defines the limits in space to capture candidate 
“neighbors,” detections that are close in proximity to a detection on the previously 
considered scan line. 
Similar nearest neighbor rules were specified by Perret et al. (1999) to 
generate branch-node graphs of vertical macropores (with a radius of <1 mm) imaged 
in soil cores using a computer-assisted tomography (CAT-scan) reconstruction 
algorithm.  
C.1.1  Extrapolation Box 
The mapping algorithm links detections on adjacent scan lines based on a 
distance qualification. Extrapolation search boxes are created for each “active” 
predicted structure segment (MP) on the current scan based on the position of the 
node of that MP on the previous scan. MP branches become “inactive” if no matches 
are made to them in a scan; these branches are not considered for matches in any 
subsequent scans. 
The size of the box (in position along the scan and depth) is specified by two 




previous scans (SL-1 to SL). The first parameter, positionTravel, is the size of the 
extrapolation box in the position dimension on scan line SL when there is one unit of 
distance between SL and SL-1. The second parameter, depthTravel, is the size of the 
extrapolation box in the depth dimension on scan line SL for one unit of distance 
from scan line SL-1. 
C.1.2  Matching Detections to MPs 
Links are formed by comparing the locations of detections on the current scan 
to the extrapolation box extents of active MPs. All detections that fall inside the 
search volumes are identified (i.e., when the detection position is greater than the 
lower limit of the box’s position dimension and less than the upper limit of the box’s 
position dimension, and similarly for depth) and goodness of fit measures are 
calculated. 
Goodness is currently defined as the combined (unweighted) distance in 
position and depth from the expected position of the MP branch on the current scan 
line based on the previous scan line (i.e., the absolute difference from the detection 
location to the center of the extrapolation box). 
This portion of the algorithm can be expanded in the future to take into 
account more complicated association cues that are not currently available. Target 





C.1.3  Adjudicating Multiple Matches 
There are three possible outcomes of the matching operation: detections may 
not fall within the extent of any MP extrapolation boxes, they may fall within a single 
MP extrapolation, or they may fall within multiple MP extrapolations. A given 
detection may only be linked to a single MP so a procedure is employed to break the 
ties in the latter case based on goodness of fit. The detection is associated to the MP 
with the “best” fit, which is considered the minimum distance measure. 
C.1.4  Closing MP Gaps 
After the matching operation is completed, suggestions are made to fill gaps 
in the MP links (e.g., in case of Type II errors). Extrapolation boxes of inactive 
branches are projected over the gaps and matched to the first node of new MP 
branches. There is a maximum permitted gap distance, specified by the maxGap 
parameter, and a minimum segment length requirement for the active MP that is to be 




C.2  Algorithm Extension to Circular Scan Line Layouts 
C.2.1  Rectangular versus Polar Coordinates 
The application of M3A has thus far been limited to parallel linear scan line 
layouts with detections and target structures mapped in the Cartesian coordinate 
system, M3A(x, y, depth). However, for some applications (such as mapping tree root 
systems), it may be more prudent to form a scan grid with concentric circular scans 
around a central hub (the tree stem) to maximize the potential for perpendicular 
intersection of the targets. The mapping algorithm is extendable to these scan layouts 
by employing a polar coordinate system, M3A(ρ, θ, depth). 
In the polar system, each point on a plane is determined by an angle and a 
distance. The distance to any given point is rho (ρ) and the angle of the radial to the 
point between 0 and 360 degrees is theta (θ). 
M3A operates in the polar system just as in the rectangular system: 
extrapolation boxes are formed and links are made between detections on adjacent 
scan lines. The extrapolations are still formed based on the positionTravel parameter, 
but the boxes are defined in ρ–depth instead of x-depth. 
C.2.2  Simulated Circular Scan Line Example 
To test and refine M3A, hypothetical target structures were created with 
various features of the Experiment II pipe structure: the lengths of the target segments 
and the spacing between the segments were varied, segments were crossed, and 
segments were split into multiple branches. The algorithm robustly and accurately 




One layout will be highlighted as an example (Fig. 66). Four circular scan 
lines at unit values of rho intersect three channels that originate at a common point (ρ 
= 0) and radiate directly outwards (theta stays constant as rho increases). 
Perfect detection performance is assumed prior to applying M3A, so the 
mapping procedure operates on the set of eight intersections of scan lines with 
channels (Fig. 67). The procedure uses the scan line data in order of increasing rho 
(first SL-1, then SL-2, and lastly SL-3). 
The three detections in scan line 1 (SL-1) are referenced first. There are no 
possible matches because no MPs exist yet, so instead the detections are set as nodes 
of three new MPs (Fig. 68). Extrapolation volumes are projected radially outward 
from the origin through the SL-1 root nodes onto SL-2. The three SL-2 detections fall 
into these extrapolation boxes and are associated to their respective MPs (Fig. 69). 
Similarly, extrapolation volumes are projected from the SL-2 detection positions onto 
scan line 3 and the two SL-3 detections are associated (Fig. 70). The final result is 
three predicted MPs that match the initial positions and middle extents of the true 
channels (Fig. 71). There are errors, however, just as there are in the linear scan line 
example (refer to Fig. 36), where the algorithm did not capture the segment endings 
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Figure 66. Circular scan line example in polar coordinates: a structure with three 
channels radiating outward from the center (rho = 0) and three B-scans. 
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Figure 68. Mapping analysis starting with scan line 1 (SL-1). Each SL-1 detection is 











































Figure 69. Mapping analysis on scan line 2 (SL-2). Extrapolation volumes are 
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Figure 70. Mapping analysis on scan line 3 (SL-3). Extrapolation volumes are 
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Figure 71. Subsurface structure prediction for the example layout. Errors are noted at 




C.3  Application of M3A for Mapping Tree Roots 
C.3.1  Introduction 
One example of an additional application of M3A is for mapping a tree’s 
lateral structural root system. Roots in the top meter of the soil can be detected along 
concentric circular scan lines using the 900 MHz GPR antenna and mapped using the 
extension of M3A for polar coordinates. Roots generally grow outward from the trunk 
so circular scan lines maximize the potential for intersecting the targets at 
perpendicular angles. 
C.3.2  Literature Review 
The application of GPR for non-invasive tree root detection is in its infancy, 
but several researchers have reported successes (Barton and Montagu, 2004; Butnor 
et al., 2001; Cermak et al., 2000; Cox et al., 2005; Dannoura et al., 2008; Hruska and 
Cermak, 1999; Niltawach et al., 2002; Stover et al., 2007; Wielopolski et al., 2002). 
Many of these studies were performed in controlled conditions and relatively 
uncluttered soils (i.e., sand). Roots with diameters between 1 and 10 cm were 
detected under optimal conditions after cutting them into pieces and burying them in 
sand (Barton and Montagu, 2004; Cox et al., 2005; Dannoura et al., 2008). Dannoura 
et al. (2008) found that the critical factor for detection was the difference in water 
content between the roots and soil. Stover et al. (2007) showed a correlation between 
coarse scrub-oak root biomass and the summed amplitude of 1500 MHz GPR energy 




Researchers in the Czech Republic reported detections of tree roots in urban 
and forested soils as verified by air spade excavation (Cermak et al., 2000; Hruska 
and Cermak, 1999) but did not describe the detection methodology in detail. In a 
review of these results and others, Stokes et al. (2002) stated that GPR could be a 
valuable non-invasive sensing tool for arborists but that computer software is needed 
to analyze the raw scan data and construct 3D root architectures. 
One option, albeit impractical, for performing these reconstructions is 
computed tomography techniques borrowed from biomedical applications (CAT-
scans) (Heeraman et al., 1997; Pierret et al., 2002b). Wiepoloski et al. (2002) used 
very finely-spaced high-frequency GPR scan data to create three-dimensional images 
of small twigs (2.5 mm diameter) buried in sand. 
C.3.3  Tree Root Mapping Examples 
Two examples of oak trees scanned in grids of concentric circular scan lines 
(data provided courtesy of Tree Radar, Inc., Silver Spring, MD) are given for the 
application of the M3A algorithm to map structural tree root systems. The first tree 
was located at the corner of Eastern Ave. and Piney Branch Rd. in Washington, D.C. 
(Fig. 72 a). A density plot of root detections (Fig. 72 b) was created using the 
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where D = plane of accumulation results; 
r = rho-theta plane of root detections disregarding depth; 
ρw = length of accumulation window in rho; and 
θw = width of accumulation window in theta 






The second tree was located in Melbourne, Australia. Root detections were 
plotted along each scan line in unwrapped theta-depth space (Fig. 74 a), a “virtual 
trench” of the subsurface. Theta was unwrapped (θuw) to a normalized range of values 
between 0 and 1 by dividing by the maximum theta value (360 degrees, the angle of 
the ray to the scan line end point). A density plot of the detections (Fig. 74 b) in this 















where Dvt = plane of virtual trench accumulation results; 
rsl = unwrapped theta-depth plane of root detections for one scan line; 
θw = width of accumulation window in theta; and 
dw = length of accumulation window in depth 
The result of the M3A algorithm was plotted in Fig. 75. 
C.3.4  Algorithm Limitations 
The limitations of the tree root mapping application are: (1) performance is 
predicated on the accuracy of the detection procedure; (2) roots are detected within 
“line of sight” of the GPR sensor (directly under the antenna), which excludes 
vertically oriented tap roots; (3) only structural roots larger than approximately 1 cm 
in diameter will be detected, which excludes fine feeder roots; and (4) healthy versus 
diseased conditions cannot currently be distinguished (further research is required to 
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Figure 72. Example 1 of tree root mapping (Washington, D.C. oak tree). (a) Plan view of root detections along circular scan lines. (b) 











































































































Figure 74. Example 2 of tree root mapping 
application (Melbourne, Australia oak tree). (a) 
Profile view of root detections along four 
circular scan lines (SL-1 thru SL-4) in positions 
unwrapped and normalized to a fraction 
between 0 and 1. (b) Detection density plot in 

























































Figure 75. Example 2 tree root mapping results (Melbourne, Australia oak tree). M3A prediction was plotted (a) in plan and profile 
views and (b) in a three-dimensional view. 
 
C.3.5  Summary 
 The mapping algorithm developed for preferential flow channels can also be 
applied to predict the geometries of lateral structural tree root systems. Root system 
mapping with M3A is a practical approach that stands in stark contrast to the high 
sampling requirements of tomographic-type reconstruction. 
Studies can be performed to confirm the algorithm’s accuracy by comparing 
the algorithm outputs to ground truth of the roots’ actual lateral extent. The true root 
locations can be manually identified after excavating the root bowl using a tool like 
an air spade (Cermak et al., 2000; Hruska and Cermak, 1999; Stokes et al., 2002). 
The density functions (Eq. [D-1], [D-2]) provide a means of calculating root 
biomass density. These functions, combined with assumed or predicted root 
diameters, can be used to compute in situ measurements of biomass which can be 
compared to reported experimental measurements (Butnor et al., 2003; Di Iorio et al., 
2005; Kiley and Schneider, 2005; Purbopuspito and Van Rees, 2002; Sudmeyer et al., 
2004; Wynn et al., 2004). These tools can also be applied to measure the ecosystem 
services provided by trees, including more accurate predictions of Carbon 





Appendix D:  Experiment II Data 
The performance of the manual and automated detection procedures for each 
Experiment II scan line is compiled in Table 15. The number of correct detections (d), 
false alarms (fa), and number of total detection cells (ngc) and correctly predicted 
empty detected cells (np) are listed. 
Table 15. Experiment II manual and automated detection performance per scan. p = 
number of possible detections; d = number of detections; fa = number of false alerts; 
ngc = number of grid cells with no truth present; np = number of empty grid cells 




p dM dA faM faA ngc npM npA 
SL-28 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 
SL-29 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 
SL-30 1 1 1 0 0 104 104 104 
SL-31 2 2 1 0 0 103 103 103 
SL-32 3 2 1 0 0 97 97 97 
SL-33 2 2 2 0 0 98 98 98 
SL-34 3 3 2 0 1 97 97 96 
SL-35 5 4 3 0 0 95 95 95 
SL-36 4 4 4 0 0 96 96 96 
SL-37 3 3 2 0 1 97 97 96 
SL-38 1 1 1 0 0 99 99 99 
SL-39 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 
All(12) 24 22 17 0 2 1186 1186 1184 
 
The GPR scan line data were plotted (Fig. 76-79) with a constant gain factor 
of 5 and a background removal filter (Eq. [3-2]) applied. The true positions of the 
pipe structure, manually identified reflection hyperbola apexes, and detections by the 































































































































































































































Figure 79. Experiment II scan line data (SL-37, 38, 39) with truth and predictions. 
 
Appendix E:  Experiment III Data 
Plots were created for each of the filtered GPR scan lines in Experiment III 
(Fig. 80-83). All recorded waveforms and depth samples were plotted with a constant 
gain factor of 5 and a background removal filter (Eq. [3-2]) applied. Channel 
detection locations (from both the manual and automated procedures) and ground 
truth core sample locations are plotted on top of the scan data images. In addition, the 
locations of pore spaces identified within the cores are denoted for comparison to the 
scan and detections. 





























































































































































































Figure 83. Experiment III scan line data (SL-10) with truth and predictions. 
 
 



























Figure 89. Group G6 target (6T) and control (6C) cores. 
 
Appendix F: OPE3 Soil Layer Mapping 
F.1  Introduction 
The Experiment III B-scan data was examined to detect transitions between 
soil layers in OPE3, including the “post-settlement” deposit. Soil layer boundaries 
were detected in the 10 OPE3 GPR scan lines and the results were verified by 
comparing the estimates to visual inspections of the soil cores. 
F.2  Literature Review 
GPR has been used to detect and map soil structures like the water table 
(Doolittle et al., 2006),(Gish et al., 2002) a clay lens (2005), and various strata and 
deposits (Adetunji et al., 2008; Bayani Cardenas and Zlotnik, 2003; Bowling et al., 
2005; Conyers, 2004; Kung and Lu, 1993; Martinez et al., 1998; Szuch et al., 2006; 
van Dam et al., 2002). These structures were mapped over large field study sites by 
identifying constant reflected energy bands in GPR B-scans and correlating the 
reflections to physical measurement of the depths to the structures (i.e., using soil 
cores or pits). 
F.3  Layer Detection Methods 
Soil layer boundaries are planar structures that are roughly parallel to the 
surface and have a lateral extent far larger than the footprint of the GPR sensor. 
Therefore, GPR energy is reflected along a scan line at a roughly constant depth and 




The constant bands of reflected energy were identified two ways: (1) a visual 
examination of the GPR B-scan image, and (2) using a detector based on the mean 
amplitude across the scan line. The visual method was described in Chapter 3 for the 
equivalent problem of detecting the reflections from pipes oriented parallel to the 
GPR scan line. The detector method (Eq. [F-1]) integrates the scan amplitude for each 
of the ns depth samples and applies a threshold (τ) to the result. The mean amplitude 
was calculated across the nA A-scans that make up the B-scan (Y). Recall this is the 
form of the definition for the noise model of the background removal filter (Eq. [3-
3]). Integrated versions of the 10 Experiment III scan lines were computed to 












;  snj ,...,1    [F-1] 
F.4  Results 
Four banding type signals were present in the Experiment III scan data at 
depths of approximately 0, 10, 30, and 60 cm. The first (depth = 0 cm) was the 
ground coupling signal from the air/surface interface. The second (depth = 10 cm) 
likely corresponded to the transition between the unsaturated surface soil layer and 
first saturated layer; this was observed during field excavations but could not be 
verified with the soil cores that sampled at a deeper depth range (starting at 
approximately 15 cm). The last two banding signals (depth = 30, 60 cm) 
corresponded to changes in the texture, density, and color of the soils seen in the core 






The depths of the bands trended slightly deeper from the first scan line to the 
last, consistent with the slope of the study site: the position of Scan Line 10 on the hill 
slope was slightly higher in elevation than that of Scan Line 1 (Fig. 91). 
F.5  Conclusion 
GPR can be used to map the depths of soil layers in OPE3 and other wetland 
areas. Researchers can use this technique to study soil structures and determine 
relationships between those soils and site hydrology and biology. 
 
 
Figure 90. Experiment III B-scan data with annotations of constant reflected energy bands corresponding to soil layer boundaries. The 
plot on the right is the result of the detector in Eq. [F-1]. SL = air/surface coupling signal, L1 = soil layer boundary 1, L2 = soil layer 






Figure 91. Constant reflected energy bands in depth for each of the Experiment III scan lines (SL1-SL10) calculated according to Eq. 
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